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Guelph Business Directory
The attention of the O. A. C. and Macdonald Students Is drawn to the
following Directory of Guelph Business and Professional men.
tisements help to make your magazine a success.
and give the best service you can obtain.

Their adver¬

They carry the best goods

It is only fair that

you

patronise

them.
Banks—

Cigar Stores-

Dominion Bank
Guelph and Ontario Investment
and Saving Society.
The Royal Bank
Union Bank

Murphy & Cartledge
Russell Daly
Caterers—

The Kandy Kitchen
Geo. Williams

Barbers—

College Barber Shop
Cleaners and Pressers

W. V. Bagg
S. J. Wimpenny

Bicycles—-

M. J. Brown
Book Stores—

C. Anderson & Co.

Confectionery—

■ Geo. Williams

Boots and Shoes—

Cosford’s Shoe Store
J. D. McArthur
Thurstons
Brokers—

J. E. Carter
Cafes—

Dominion Cafe
Royal Canadian Cafe
Wyndham Inn
Candy, Ice Cream, Hot Drinks—-

The Kandy Kitchen
The Peacock Candy Shop
Murphy & Cartledge
Russell Daly

Clothiers & Furnishings—-

Rollie Hewer
D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Ltd.
Powell & Fennell
R. S. Cull
Cole Bros. & Scott
A. S. MacPherson
Keleher & Hendley
W. V. Baggs
S. J. Wimpenny
Dentists—

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

E. Burrows
M. J. Rudell
G. P. Britton
D. M. Foster
Ross H. Wing
R. Mahoney

lou will be doing the Review a service if you tell these people you have
read their advertisement.

J
Continued on inside back cover page
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Dry, Sanitary, Poultry Houses
Built of Concrete
Dry, comfortable quarters which can be easily cleaned and ventilated are
essential to a profitable poultry business.
Birds kept under such conditions
are
healthier.
They
breed
better
and
lay
better.
Concrete
is
growing in favor for poultry house construction.
It is permanent and proof
against rats and other rodents.
It is easily cleaned and has no cracks or
crevices to harbor lice or other parasites. The following table shows material
needed to build a concrete poultry house like the one illustrated:
CONCRETE MIXTURES

Footings and foundation walls . 1
Floor.,. 1
Mortar for laying block .

4
2 V2
2
: 3
1 : 3
•

MATERIALS REQUIRED

(Outside dimensions, 14x22 ft. Estimate based on
extending 3 feet below grade)
Cement ..
69
Sand.
Pebbles or broken stone.%i/0
Concrete block (8 by 8 by 16 inch).400
Half Block.. 40

foundation wall
sacks
cubic yards
cubic yards

Write tc-day for literature about concrete on the farm

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
CANADA CEMENT COMPANY BUILDING
PHILLIPS
Montreal

SQUARE

MONTREAL

Sales Offices at:
Toronto
Winnipeg

CANADA CEMENT

CONCRETE

FOR PERMANENCE

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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OW everyone, anywhere, can have
the conveniences and savings of
electric light and power.
This
new Delco-Light plant is offered at
an amazingly lower price than any
Delco-Lig'ht plant was ever effered be¬
fore. It can be bought on terms so
easy that no farm family need be
without the wonderful benefits
of
electricity an}^ longer.
A Revolutionary Low Price
This new Delco-Light plant is a genu¬
ine Delco-Light—backed by the satis¬
faction
of
over
a
quarter-million
Delco-Light users. It is a non-stor¬
age battery plant, equipped with
a
standard Delco starter and an eco¬
nomical starting battery. It has full
600-watt capacity—is strong, sturdily
built, economical in operation.
And
its price is only $255 f.o.b. Toronto—
the most sensational price and the
most startling value ever offered in a
Delco-Light plant.
Made Possible by Delco-Light
For months we have been working
on the
development of this new
Delco-Light.
Our years of exper¬
ience as the world’s largest manu¬
facturers of farm electric plants have

enabled us to design a plant which
will give dependable electric light to
any home. And our enormous manu¬
facturing facilities enable us to build
this plant at the lowest possible cost
and to sell it at an amazingly low
price.
A Small Down Payment—Balance on
Easy Terms
This new Delco-Light Electric plant
can be paid for on terms so easy that
anyone can take advantake of them.
Even though the cost is only $255
f.o.b. Toronto, you need make only a
small down payment.
Never before has such an opportunity
been presented. Never before has
Delco-Light cost so little and been
so easy to buy. It means that any
farm home—your
home—can
have
Delco-Light to-day.
Send Coupon Immediatelv
Write immediatelv for full details of
this remarkable offer—specifications
of the plant and figures which show
how easily you can get this great con¬
venience. Sign and mail the coupon
now. It puts you under no obliga¬
tion.

DELCO-LIGHT COMPANY OF CANADA, Ltd.
245 Carlaw Ave., Toronto

359 Richmond St,, London

Electric Light and Power Plants,
Water Systems,
Washing Machines,
Frigidaire Automatic Electric Refrigerators and Ice Cream Cabinets.

MAIL TO-DAY

(22)

Delce-Light Co. of Canada, Ltd.
245 Carlaw Ave., Toronto.
Please send me full information about
the new Delco-Light plant at $255.00.
This inquiry does not obligate me in
any way.

Name

..«.

Address

.
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THE COW STALL FLOOR PROBLEM
Is solved for
all
time
byuse
of
Cork
Paving Brick.
These
bricks
Possess all the
good features
of both wood
and
cement,
with none of
their
faults.
Cork brick are
warm and re¬
silient,
ncnslippery,
per¬
fectly sanitary
and remarkable
for
durability
in service.
Cork
Brick Floors
Are used by
hundreds
of
prominent stockholders in the United States and Canada, and also by many Agricultural
Colleges and Government Experimental Stations.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION CO., Limited
McGill Bldg., MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Agricultural Politics in Canada
are given unusual treatment in

A History of Farmers’ Movements in Canada
By Louis Aubrey Wood, Ph. D.
ITH the study of Agriculture naturally goes a study of the
doings of agriculturists. This volume gives a comprehen¬
sive treatment of the remarkable series of farmers’ move¬
ments occurring in 'Canada since 1872, and shows their effect on
the social, economic and political life of the country. Dr. Wood’s
aim has been to show Canadian farmers struggling through organiz¬
ation toward self-expression and toward an adequate defence of
their industry. Particular attention is given to the farmers’ plunge
into politics in the several provinces as well as in the Federal arena.
400 pages. $2.50.
Get It Through the College Bureau

THE RYERSON PRESS
Publishers
TORONTO
-

-r—-

CANADA
---

-
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Oil Cake Meal i
The Best Live Stock Food

The Fertilizer that furnishes Nitro¬
gen in the Immediately Avail¬
able Nitrate Form
Twenty years’ investigations at the
New Jersey Experiment Station show¬
ed that “The percentage of Nitrogen
recovered in the Crop
was
greater
with the Nitrate than with any of the
other materials, the 20-year average
being as follows:”

J.&J. LIVINGSTON
BRAND
THE BEST OIL CAKE
FLAX SEED
PURE LINSEED

Chilean Nitrate of Soda

Nitrate of Soda.62.42%
Sulphate of Ammonia. .. .47.48%
Dried Blood.38.69%
Cow Manure.32.69%

MEAL

Prompt Shipment
Reasonable Prices

THE DOMINION i
LINSEED OIL CO.
Limited
Montreal, Que.
St. Boniface, Man.
Head Office and Mill, BADEN, QNT.
Branch Office,
TORONTO

j

Free Literature on the
Nitrate of Soda in Canada
obtained from

Use
may

B. Leslie Emslie, Director

Chilean Nitrate
Educational
Bureau
REFORD

BUILDING

TORONTO

ARE SURE IE YOU USE

KRESO n/JR N? t
HOW MANY,MANY TIMES YOU NEED SOMETHING
OF THIS KIND, TO KILL LICE ON A COLT OR CALF,
TO TREAT A CASE OF MANGE OR RINGWORM,TO
WASH OUT A CUT OR A SCRATCH, TO ^DISINFECT
A WOUND OR A RUNNING SORE OR GALL
HOW OFTEN YOU COULD MAKE GOOD USE OF.
A RELIABLE ANTISEPTIC IF YOU ONLY HAD IT.

KEEP KRESO DIP N?l ON HAND
YOU WILL FIND IT THE BEST KIND OF
AGAINST LOSS FROM PARASITES AND DISEASE.

S A REAL NECESSITY ON EVERY FARM.
THERE IS ALWAYS GOOD MONEY IN HEALTHY, THRIFTY, WELL KEPT
\ STOCK. LOUSY, MANGY, DIRTV, NEGLECTED ANIMALS
/ARE A LOSING GAME ANYTIME AND ANYWHERE »
USE A GOOD DIP AND YOU WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE.

BE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KINO
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT IF YOU USE KRESO DIP NO.Ii
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Manufactured

of
be

Parke, Davis & Co.

Walkervilie. Ont.
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Our College Songs
NO. 4

My girls a Hullaballu,
She wears the Red and Blue,
She goes to Mac Hall too,
I go there too-oo-oo-oo.
Chorus
And in my future life
She’s going to be my wife,
How the deuce did you find that out?
She told me so.
She goes to all the games,
With all the other Janes,
I furnish all the change,
I go there too-oo-oo-oo.
As I grow older,
I shall grow bolder,
And I shall holder her,
Close to my shou—lder.
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Why I Stick to the Farm
By Peter McArthur
{{'l'Y’7 HY DO I stick to the farm?”

y\

You

might

woodchuck

as

self-sustaining — winning

food, clothing and shelter from the land

he sticks

and its products, by the labor of their

why

own hands.

comparison

has

their

well ask a

to his hole.
This

home

more

founda¬

The home was their ideal.

All the farm work was undertaken

to

tion in fact than you perhaps imagine,

provide for its needs and when the home

for whenever I come home from a little

was supplied they rested.

visit to the outerworld I always

tion was satisfied.

turn

into the lane with a joyous chuckle that

Their ambi¬

Brought up in this home I

missed

is much little the chuckle that a wood¬

learning too young the lessons that des¬

chuck chuckles when he dives into his

troy so many homes.

tunnel.

had only the vaguest ideas of personal

The farm is a place of peace,

a place of refuge and a home.

This is

ownership.

To begin with I

The home belonged to all

a point on which the woodchuck and

of us and our work went to keep it

I are entirely agreed.

up and pay expenses.

It is true that

The farm means all these things to

contact with the world finally educated

me because I was born on it and have

the children to ideas of personal pro¬

learned to

perty and roused our ambitions. Driven

realize

possibilities.

something

of

its

All my memories of child¬

by these generally accepted ideas,

we

hood and boyhood are bound up with it.

went our way, but somehow the

To be born on a farm is the

that had been started right stayed in the

greatest

farm

good that can befall a human being. To

backs of our minds as home.

live on a farm and enjoy all that it has

I have lived in far countries and great

to offer is the greatest good that

jities no place ever was my home

can

be attained by a poet or a philosopher.
To make it clear why I harbor these
convictions it is
away some
farming.

necessary

mistaken

cept this farm.

Although
ex¬

And in due time I came

back to try to carry on the home tradi¬

to

sweep

tion that had been established by

notions

about

pioneer father and mother.

a

To do this perhaps I can not

I stick to the farm because it is the

do better than explain just how this par¬

most satisfactory thing in the world to

ticular

stick to.

farm

the wilderness.

came

to

be

hewn

from

The work of clearing

It is solid, right down to the

centre of the earth.

It stays right where

the land and bringing it under cultiva¬

it is through depressions,

tion was done by men and women who

wars and every other kind of

had only one purpose in life—to estab¬

foolishness.

lish a home wdiere they and their child¬

only joggle it, and this is not an earth¬

ren might be free.

quake region.

They made

their

panics

and

human

Even an earthquake could
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Moreover, you can’t

the

got such a thrill from looking at his

It is timed to the sun and the

finished masterpiece as I get whenever

Airships may pass over it at

I visit my plantation and see how much

the rate of one hundred and fifty miles

the trees have grown since my last visit.

an hour, but the thistledowns that rise

To get the most out of a farm you must

from my fields go at the rate of

the

put yourself into it—do things for it that

prevailing wind, just as they did when

will be permanent—do them with your

they rose from the Garden of

own hands.

farm.
seasons.

speed

up

Eden.

You can’t hurry the farm and you can’t
hurry me.

The grass grows and

leaves come out

when

Spring

the

comes

dawdling back from the south and

not

one minute before.

Of course, farming means hard work.
That side

of

it

has

been

harped

on

until even a lot of farmers think it means
nothing else.

That tale has been told

since the beginning until it has become

I stick to the farm because it is the

exactly what Tennyson has called it:

only thing I have ever found that is
entirely dependable.

The seedtime and

the harvest come to it every year with
easy going and

unworried

Although its words are strong.”

certainty.

They never come twice at exactly the
same time nor bring the same bounties,
but they never fail to come.

‘‘A tale of little meaning

They may

fail to bring wheat, but if they do they
will bring abundant corn:

But even the hardest working farmer
can afford to devote an occasional few
minutes

to

meal-times.

enjoyment—especially

at

Let us give some consid*

eration to this more frivolous side of

‘‘Cold and dry for wreat and rye,

farming.

Wet

When the warm winds and the rain be¬

and warm

for

Indian

corn.

The farm means safety first with the
safety

guaranteed

by

Nature—and the labor
hands.

all-embracing
of

It is well not to

your

own

forget the

Let us begin with the Spring.

gins to sweep away the snow and to un¬
bind the shackles of frost, just draw a
deep breath and

realize

more alive than anything else on earth.
The farmer’s work is

labor of your own hands.
To get the fullest enjoyment out of

that you are

with

the

very

elements of life and he should enjoy life

the farm you must do things for it with

to the full.

your own hands.

bawl and show an interest in life as soon

friend.

A farm is like a

The more you do for a friend

Even the cattle begin to

as the grass shows green
You

beyond
do

not

the

the better you like him and the more

barnyard fence.

even

you do for a farm the dearer it becomes

have to stop your work to hear the first

to you.

notes of the song sparrow or the honk¬
the

ing of the wild geese passing overhead.

trees on the farm, the ones I like best

The sun is busier than you are, bringing

are those that I planted myself.

The

warmth and growth to every seed, bud

shade trees that I planted myself seem

and root-—to wildflowers and weeds as

to throw a more generous shade than

well as to your precious wheat—and see

any other and no apple tastes as good

how serene he is about it all.

as one from a tree that I planted, fer¬

even take time to jocularly burn a blist¬

tilized, pruned, sprayed and looked after

er on the back of your neck on his bus¬

myself.

iest dav.

Although I am friends with

all

I have planted thousands of

trees in the woodlot and no artist ever

The tulips

He can

and the daffodils in the

\
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garden need only a glance to give you

joy of turning up a hill of big ones that

their message of beauty, and if you hap¬

might have taken the prize at the fall

pen to be hurrying through the woodlot

fair and knowing that all this is due

you

to my practical partnership with Nature

can

surely

pause

long enough to

see the anemones and spring beauties at

in producing

your feet.

themselves may satisfy bodily hunger,

them ?

The

potatoes

On this particular farm the opening

but the joy of producing them satisfies

rite of Spring is tapping the sugar-bush.

the soul’s hunger for creation, and it is

But I will not dwell on the joys of mak¬

priceless.

ing sugar, for all farms are not blessed
with sugar maples.
But my delight in

While meditating on this

aspect of

farm life I went for a ramble in the
maple

syrup

is

pasture-field to hunt

for

mushrooms.

hardly over before I begin paying fur¬

For half an

tive visits to the asparagus

I

beauties—I

I

see if I could remember the price I had

like to be on hand the first morning that

got for anything I had ever sold off the

a thick, fat shoot pushes up through the

farm.

ground.

come

farm most of my life and have sold all

raspberries, new potatoes

kinds of farm stock and produce I could

—a list that becomes more crowded as

not remember the exact price I got for

the seasons pass until we have picked

one item.

the last apples and pitted the potatoes

beautiful the apples were the first year

in the fall.

we pruned and sprayed the old orchard.

planted that asparagus

After the

strawberries,

bed.

myself,

and

asparagus

Spring, summer and au¬

hour—while
canvassed

picking

up

my memory to

Although I have lived on this

But

I

remembered

how

tumn are all linked together with beau¬

I could remember how

ties and luxuries and delights.

looked the year we had them in the fifid

And even the winter has its charms.

back of the root-house.

fine

the

c/its

I remembered

As the animals are more dependent on

litters of little pigs that were as plump

us they become more friendly.

Horses,

as sausages and as cunning as kittens.

cows, sheep, pigs, hens all greet us in

I remembered calves that I had fed to

their own characteristic way when we

admired sleekness and hogs that I had

visit them in the morning.

stuffed to fatness, but the prices they

And what

is more exhilarating than the days spent

fetched I could not remember.

in the woodlot, with the snow crunching

And that was not because I did not

underfoot and the axe rousing the frosty

need the money—I have always needed

echoes?

the money and sometimes needed it bit¬

The

farmer

prepares

his

year’s supply of fuel without thought of

terly—but the cash crop was

strikes or soaring prices. .

crop that satisfied.

not

the

As I let my mem¬

Of course if you estimate everything

ory wander over the past, hunting for

in terms of dollars you can never under¬

prices that had failed to make a record,

stand why I stick to the farm.

I remembered climbing the pear tree to

Dollars

enter very little into the question.

If

get a big pear that had lodged in a fork

you wish you may quote me a price for

and had ripened lusciously in the sun.

the basket of new potatoes I bring

in

I remembered tramping through a wet

can

pasture gathering mushrooms and how

you put on the satisfaction I get from

a little moist hand stole into mine because

digging potatoes of my own planting and

a little maiden was afraid of a cow we

tending.

were passing.

from the garden, but what

price

Can you put a price on the

I remembered coasting
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with a homemade sled on a little bank

dollars are necessary, of course—ven?

beside the creek, and also remembered

necessary,—but you can

seeing my. children coasting on the same

digging in a sewer, or get them by sharp

bank on sleds of their own making.

I

could see in the perspective of memory
great piles of apples under the

trees,

shining fields of corn, colts scampering
in the pastures, lambs playing king of

practices in business.

earn

dollars

But where else

but on the farm can you get the needful
dollars and forget them in the joy of
your surroundings.

the castle on anthills—a crowding, joy¬

These are a few of the reasons why

ous film of homely pictures that brought

I stick to the farm, and I feel sure that

happy tears to my eyes—and there was

the woodchuck would

not a dollar mark on one of them.

word I have written.

The

endorse

every

MISTAKES
Learn from your mistakes, but don’t cry over them.

We best redeem

the past by forgetting it.
He who never makes a mistake never makes anything.
The trouble with a man who never makes a mistake is that he doesn’t
know a mistake when he make one.
Wise men make mistakes, fools continue to make mistakes.
Remember that when you are in the right you can afford to keep your
temper, and when you are in the wrong, you can’t afford to lose it.

—The Victorian:

Honor and shame from no condition rise;
Act well your part,—there all the honor lies.

Pope.

—

Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one,
Have oftentimes no connection.

Knowledge dwells

In heads replete with thoughts of other men,
Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.
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Wisconsin’s Message to Ontario
Land Clearing Research Investigation and Demonstration
Have Added Wealth to Wisconsin’s Agriculture
By W. A. Rowlands
Land Clearing Engineer, University of Wisconsin.

W

ITHOUT
much
College

precedent
faith,
of

but

the

with

some brush..taken out some stumps,

Wisconsin

broken a few acres of land—when he

Agriculture

ten

had cows,

clover hay and grain—he

years ago inaugurated a plan new to

was then able to use information re¬

agricultural

garding farming practices furnished by

colleges—that

of

giving

a definite practical system of aid to her
farmers and settlers located

the College of Agriculture.

on her

New Plan Well Supported

former timber lands.
Back of this plan was a recognition

To-day this has all changed.

This

of the immense land resources of the

change, however, took time and effort.

State and the part the pioneer plays

In the beginning there was a period of

in the development of these resources.

observation and exploration.

The settler—one of her citizens—is en¬

from the College, the late Carl F. Liv¬

titled to consideration, moral support,

ingston, equipped only with a pack on

and yes, education and special instruc¬

his back and enough food to last him

tion.

three or four days,hiked through North¬

For while he

clears,

develops

One man

and adds earned increment to his pro¬

ern Wisconsin.

perty, he also adds wealth to the State

out: First, what

in which he lives and works.

against and how he was meeting the

Land Clearing Was Slow and Costly

difficulties;

His object was to find
the settler was up

second,

the

weaknesses

of equipment and methods in clearing

Land clearing in Wisconsin and in

used; third, the reason for lack of in¬

all other States and Provinces prior to

terest in development; and, finally, to

this time had been a slow process. The

bring back facts that would serve as

“settler stage,” insofar as any organ¬

a basis to map out an active develop¬

ized system of instruction or assistance

mental program.

was concerned, had not been scratched.

more.

The man on the land, surrounded by

All this he did and

His story was vivid.

The new plan was drafted.

The next

a mammoth job, even for a pioneer, had

step was to get all agencies interested

to go ahead—alone and unaided.

The

in the development of Northern Wis¬

practices and equipment that had been

consin to unite their efforts in a big

used by early settlers to hasten their

plan.

work and to relieve their backs, were

in developmental work; the machinery

never recorded.

As a result, each new¬

and equipment manufacturers interest¬

comer started in, not where his prede¬

ed in a more usable product; the ex¬

cessor left off. but—back at the be¬

plosives manufacturers

ginning.

trade”

service that would lead to sales; the

died with the clearing of a settlement.

country press, the mouthpiece of the

Finally, when the settler had removed

people; and business men whose very

The “tricks of

the

The railroads always interested

interested

in
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existence

depended on

progress,

all

Wisconsin had and proved the possi¬

were approached and throng'll their co¬

bility of easier development:

operation

the people to think.

and

financial

support

the

land clearing special made its first run.
The Land Clearing' Special consisted

It led

Four trips were made by the Special.
The last in 1919.

A demand then came

of a train of eight or ten cars, carrying

for more intensive localized

men, equipment and materials for de¬

Through the assistance and direction of

monstrating the besl

the

methods

then

of land clearing,

available
and more

college

land clearing specialists,

followmp work was organized and fin¬

than even that, to focus the attention

anced by many counties.

of the State and its people

established.

on

land

activity.

An office was

A secretary, or field man,

Wisconsin Farmers Save $3 to $7 a Hundred Pounds by Order¬
ing Explosives in Advance and Calling for it When the
Car Comes in. One Big Advantage in Pool¬
ing. Buying Power Reduces Cost of
Clearing.
clearing.

The train was unique, spec¬
successful

beyond

the

who knew

settlers

needs

clearing was engaged.

and

land

A yearly pro¬

tacular

and

dreams

of even the most optimistic.

gram covering the county was formed.

So spectacular was it that thousands of

The County Land Clearing Association

newspaper columns told the story of

was an outgrowth of the train.

the train and told the idea in a bisr wav.

This close contact lead to a direct

It was the only train authorized bv the

contact

United States Railroad Administration

and the new farmer on his land.

for promotional use in war time.

It

was but natural that this relationship

told the immense agricultural resources

would emphasize the importance of spe-

t/

e/

between

the

College

forces
It
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^ial agricultural information and ser¬

Proper and safe methods of handling

vice on the part of other departments

and using this explosive were shown to

of the College.

larmers.

The College, through its farm build¬
ings section, recommends the use

of

It all looked safe

The na¬

tural antipathy toward the name TNT
had received from the war was quickly

cheap, home-sawed lumber, poles for

overcome.

buildings and stave silos made from

Then more and more, until finallv the

salvaged timber, all with the idea of

supply was exhausted.

saving dollars so scarce and so much

lowed.

needed during this early period.

then took over the distribution of war

The land clearing section is ready to

Farmers started

Picric acid fol¬

The Bureau of

explosives

from

using it.

the

Public
entire

Roads
United

help the settler the day he takes off

States.

his coat and starts work on his new

After sodatol, came

piece of land that is to be his farm and

cheap, safe and efficient land clearing

home. Old-fashioned, time-eating equip¬

explosive, now being used for blasting

ment has been labeled

stumps, rocks and ditches.

as

such.

The

type of labor-saving equipment (many

For

After picric acid, came sodatol.

five

years

pyrotol,

AAVsconsin

another

farmers

of them home-made devices), that will

have made a net saving in the cost of

speed up

their land clearing materials amounting

development

and

save the
of

to almost a million and a half dollars.

inexpensive explosives distributed at an

These war explosives are turned over

additional saving in carload lots, was

from the War Department to the De¬

made avalable to all.

partment of Agriculture, free of cost.

man, are recommended.

The use

Salvaged War Explosives Save
Wisconsin early recognized that the

The farmer pays $7.90
pounds for pyrotol.
cost of mixing,

per

hundred

This covers the

cartridging,

boxing,

biggest single factor influencing cheap

packing and shipping in carload lots

and rapid reclamation was a low-priced

anywhere in Wisconsin.

explosive, and it was here that a new

agricultural agent, always an integral

page in reclamation was added to AVis-

part of this work, groups the farmers’

consin’s history.

individual orders and places a car at the

Professor John Swenehart saw sur¬
plus war explosive materials go to make

The

county

most convenient distribution point.
This carload order is sent to the Land

Boston.

Clearing Section, Department of Agri¬

He was not sure they could not be used

cultural Engineering, at Madison; from

by settlers and farmers in Wisconsin

there it goes to Washington, D.C., and

for blasting stumps and stones.

the explosive is delivered to the county

another

“Tea

Party”

near

After

much time, experimenting iamd convinc¬
ing, salvaged war TNT was allotted to
AVisconsin farmers.
point

Here the turning

was reached.

War

materials

agent in time for spring and fall use.
Some counties in the

north

get as

many as from four to thirty carloads
of this explosive per year.

Even well-

The

developed counties in Southern Wis¬

sword was beaten into the plow and in

consin, where land is high-priced and

a little plant located

where farms have been farmed for from

were turned to peaceful uses.
near

Bayfield,

Wisconsin, the first preparation, cart

fifty

ridging, boxing and packing went on.

material in carload lots.

TNT was demonstrated

to

farmers.

to

seventy-five

years,

buy this

Farmers now see the need of elimin-
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rid

construction, the results of which will

and

soon be made known to those interested.

stones that make the use of adequate

Briefly, this is the story of Wiscon¬

a ting idle acres.
their fields

of

They want
isolated

to

stumps

labor-saving machinery impossible.

A

sin’s efforts to aid in the development

winding stream that runs across the

of her marginal former timber lands.

farm and wastes land can be straight¬

The College of Agriculture has taken

ened

of explo¬

some of the backaches out of the job

sives and mostly the job is done in the

and has greatlv increased the settler's

better wav.

efficiency.

out through the use

The

College

builds

for

How it is done in Wisconsin
The final connecting

link

between

both the settler and

the

State..

The

the newly cleared acre and the culti¬

settler and the State both build for

vated acre is a well-designed breaking

posterity.

plow.

Wisconsin has a patent on a

brush breaker that will

plow

brush twelve to twenty feet high.

under
This

Perhaps this means something to On¬
tario.

Because her land problems have

is a tractor breaker, but another one de¬

so much in common with Wisconsin,, she

signed for horse use is in the process of

may well profit by Wisconsin’s story.

Think for thyself—one good idea,
But known to be thine own,
Is better than a thousand gleaned
From fields of others sown.
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Tankage as a Supplemental Hog Feed
By R. G. Knox, B.S.A., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Husbandry, O.A.CJ.

D

URING recent years considerable
experimental

work

In summer months, while

been

good pastures, especially the clovers,

conducted at the Ontario Agri¬

supply a certain amount of growth pro¬

cultural College, to determine the feed¬

moting feed, additional protein might

ing value of tankage as a hog feed sup¬

improve the ration of the growing hog.

plement.

During winter months, this requirement

While in the

has

ing period.

majority

of

these tests comparison has been made

must be provided in the ration fed.

with skim milk or buttermilk, other

Skim milk and buttermilk fed along

supplements and commercial f£eds have

with home grown grains satisfy this

been used as well.

requirement.

From the results of

However, with

the in¬

these experiments the conclusion has

creased demand for milk for the wnole

been drawn that where tankage of a

milk trade and for skim milk in the

high grade may be purchased at a rea¬

manufacture of confections during re¬

sonable price, it is the 'best substitute

cent years, there has been an increased

for skim milk

demand for a suitable substitute for

or

buttermilk in

the

ration for a growing hog.

skim milk for hog feeding, consequently

About twenty years ago the Ontario

experimental work has recently been

Agricultural College conducted a num¬

carried on each year with skim milk

ber

digester

and tankage, as well as trials when the

tankage and skim milk when fed to

two previously mentioned supplemental

growing pigs from weaning to finishing

feeds were fed along with other com¬

stage.

mercial hog feed supplements.

of feeding trials

with

In this test the skim-milk-fed

pigs made a little more total gain than
did the tankage fed pigs.

The tankage which has been used,
showed upon analysis, to contain about

The first trial showed that it required

60 per cent,

protein.

At

the

com¬

275 lbs., meal and 34 lbs. tankage to

mencement of these tests tankage con¬

produce 100 lbs., gain,

stituted 10 per cent, of the ration fed

and

390 lbs.

meal and 727 lbs. skim milk to produce

to the tankage fed lots.

It was observ¬

100 pounds gain.

ed that the pigs were not eating their

The second trial showed that bv feed-

feed with a relish, nor were they clean¬

ing tankage at the rate of 1 lb. to 6 lbs.

ing up the quantity of feed which pigs

meal, the tankage pen made an average

cf their age should do; consequently the

gain of 1.02 lbs. per pig per day, and

proportion fed newly weaned pigs was

by feeding skim milk at the rate of

reduced to about 4 per cent, and gradu¬

2 lbs. of skim milk to 1 lb. meal, the

ally increased to 8 per cent.—the maxi¬

skim milk pen made an average gain

mum fed from that time on, when used

of .93 lbs. per pig per day.

as a supplement to home grown grains.

t/

These trials showed that by placing a

In all tests, especially with newly wean¬

value of $58.00 per ton on tankage and

ed pigs, the skim-milk-fed lots have

$5.40 per ton on skim milk, that it was

made greater consumption of feed and

more economical to feed tankage.

subsequent lead in gains for a short

Successful bacon hog production calls

period of time at the beginning, due,

for protein rich feeds during the grow¬

no doubt, to the greater palatability of
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ration.

However,

as

rer conditions.

About 1 lb. of milk to

soon as the tankage fed lots have be¬

1 lb. of grain was fed, 4.5 per cent, tank¬

come accustomed to their feed their

age to the tankage-fed lot, and 7.6 per

gains have been quite close to those of

cent, dried butiermilk to the third lot.

the skim milk lots.

The grain ration for the feeding period

The findings to date have been that

averaged a little

over 3 pounds

per

the cost of production has not been as

day per hog.

high with the tankage-fed lots as with

sxnn-milk-ied lot led in profit over cost

the skimmiilk-ied lots, due to a lower

of feed, followed closely by tUe tankage-

cost

red lot, with the dried buttermilk-fed

of

supplemental feed

pounds gain.
quantity

of

per

100

On the other hand, the
grain

per

The daily guins made by all

100

three lots were practically equal, but

pounds gain with the skim-milk lots

the price of the dried dairy by-product

nas not been so large as with the tank-

made profitable gains impossible since it

age-fecl lots.

lots

cost us $8.00 per hundredweight.

has

process of drying evidently had no un-

tended to balance the two supplemen¬

desrable effect on the feeding value of

tal feeds more closely than would ap¬

the by-product.

The

required

lot last.

In this experiment the

skim-mkk-ied

have made greater gains,

which

The

pear at first thought, so much so that
During the fall and early winter of

it resolves itself into a comparison of
the cost of the two feeds.

Tankage has

cost us $50.00 per ton, and skim milk
30 cents per hundredweight until this
past winter, when it cost us 5 cents per
hundredweight less, which is a price
nearer to that it should sell for. Where
one could buy skim milk at 20 cents per
hundredweight it would

prove

more

1921 skim milk and tankage were fed
as supplements to home grown feeds
in

a

trial with the

two

commercial

feeds, Pig Chow and Staminax Feed.
The two commercial feeds were fed ac¬
cording to instructons.

The results of

this experiment were that in economy
of gains the feeds ranked as follows:

economical than high grade tankage at

L

Home grown grains, skim milk.

$50.00 per ton for winter feeding.

Our

2.

Home grown grains, tankage.

results in winter feeding

that

3.

Pig Chow.

where skim milk is worth 30 cents per

4.

Staminax Feed.

hundredweight, tankage is worth over

The home grown feeds, with supple¬

show

$75.00 per ton.

Where skim milk is

ments added, gave a profit

worth 25

per

hundredweight,

commercial feeds, which unquestionably

tankage is worth slightly over $50.00

indicated that the hog feeder ns well ad¬

per ton. and where skim milk is worth

vised to purchase grain and supplement,

20 cents per hundredweight, tankage is

if at all reasonable in price and mix

worth slightly over $40.00 per ton when

them himself.

the tankage is of the best quality.

ther emphasized by the fact that hogs

cents

over

the

This indication was fur¬

During the summer of 1924 the three

on commercial feeds did not take on a

supplements, skim milk, tankage and

sufficient amount of finish before they

dried buttermilk were fed to hogs run¬

had reached the maximum marketable

ning on pasture.

obvious that

weight, a factor which doubtless could

under such conditions the quantity of

have been overcome by the addition of

supplement to the grain ration would

a fattening feed to the ration toward the

necessarilv
«/ be smaller than under win-

end of the feeding period, but even then

It is
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it is doubtful if they would have made

ance the ration for the number of hogs

as economical gains as the first two lots.

their farms should be carrying, and we

Our work so far, we believe, indicates
that skim milk for the average feeder

believe that tankage could be used tP
gocd advantage provided

it

can

be

bought at a reasonable price and is

is a slightly better protein rich supple¬

judiciously fed. The best grade of tank¬

ment than tankage in hog feeding, pro¬

age is the safest to buy.

vided that skim milk

proportion in the ration tends to impair

or

buttermilk,

Too large a

which is just as good, may be purchased

the appetite and

at or below 25 cents per hundredweight

The feeder should start with a small

and where tankage sells for more than

proportion and gradually increase to

$50..00 per ton, but we also believe that

not more than 8 to 10 per cent, when

tankage of a good grade is a very sat¬

feeding home grown grains.

isfactory supplement to

corn alone it will recpiire 15 per cent, to

home

grown

is

not

eeonomicaL

If feeding

feeds for hogs where a supply of skim

properly

milk or buttermilk is not available, and

proper precautions and close observa¬

that it should become more popular in

tion on the part of the feeder, there is

the feeding of hogs on

average

no reason why a man cannot profitably

There are always seasons of the

use tankage as a supplement to grain

year when farmers have not a sufficient

rations for hogs where skim milk is

amount of skim milk to properly bal¬

not available at a reasonable price.

farm.

the

balance

the

ration.

Oiven

“EVOLUTION”

AN iMAL HUSBANDRY.

ENGLISH

CHEMiSTRY

BOTANY.

The Result of Several Generations of Specialists.

*.
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Tuber Borne Diseases of Potatoes
By J. E. Howitit, M.S.A., Professor of Botany.

D

chief

The organism which causes common

factor which mitigates against the

scab is carried over the winter on seed

profitable production of potatoes in

potatoes and in the soil.

ISEASE

Ontario.

is

probably

the

No potato grower can hope

A few scabby

potatoes in a bag may contaminate the

to reap the best results from his invest¬

whole lot.

ment, time and labor, unless he is able

in the soil for several years after a crop

to ward off the diseases which threaten

of scabby potatoes has been produced

his crop.

on it.

The worst diseases of the

potato are tuber borne.

The truth of

The scab parasite remains

It will also pass through the

intestines of stock fed on scabby pota¬

this statement is apparent when one con¬

toes.

siders the numerous diseases which are

and is checked by acidity.

carried over from year to year,

velops most rapidly in soil rich in or¬

to

a

large extent either in or on the seed
potatoes.

The chief tuber borne dis¬

It thrives best on an alkali soil
It also de¬

ganic matter.

Prevention—Seed

disinfection

with

eases are: Late blight and rot; black

formalin or corrosive sublimate is re¬

scurf or rhizoctonia;

commended for the control of common

common

powdery scab; black leg5
leaf roll.

scab;

mosaic

and

Some of these diseases can

scab.

The effectiveness of seed treat¬

ment for common scab varies with dif¬

be prevented by seed disinfection, while

ferent soils.

others can be prevented only by the use

pletely effective, while on other soils the

non-infected seed, while in the case of

results are not altogether satisfactory.

late blight and rot spraying with Bord¬

The

eaux mixture is the chief preventative

to depend to a considerable extent upon

measure.

the acidity of the soils.

It is essential that the man

On some soils it is com¬

development of the scab appears
On soils which

who is going to ward off potato diseases

are slightly acid scab does not develop

should get to know them and make him¬

readilv while on soils which are slight-

self familiar with the preventive meas¬

ly alkali and very rich in organic matter,

ures employed against them.

scab usually becomes very bad, and on
such soils seed disinfection alone cannot

common scab
This is a disease familiar
every potato grower.

be relied upon.
to

nearly

It is readily re¬

On soils where seed

disinfection does not give satisfactory
results, the following

additional

cognized by the rough corky spots on

cautions should be taken.

the skin of the tubers.

rotation of crops.

few and scattered

or

close together so as to
potatoes badly.

These may be

pre¬

Practice a

If scab is very bad

numerous

and

it is not advisable to plant potatoes on

disfigure

the

the same land oftener than once in five

Sometimes there are

years.

Heavy applications

of

barn¬

also blackened pocket-like cavities, pro¬

yard manure should not be made direct

bably due to mites working in the scab

to the potato crop, but if necessary given

spots.

at some other point

Scab does not injure the flesh

of the tuber to any great extent,

but

in

the

rotation.

Plant potatoes after clover sod if pos¬

renders them unsightly and hence they

sible.

are not readily saleable.

lime and wood ashes.

Avoid alkali fertilizers such as
If commercial
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fertilizers are used they should be of

tubers may be found and quite frequent¬

an acid nature like ammonium sulphate

ly small greenish potatoes are seen on

and acid phosphate.

the stem above the ground.

Sulphur and in¬

Such aer¬

oculated sulphur have been recommend¬

ial tubers are very characteristic of the

ed by some authorities for the preven¬

disease but may result from other caus-

tion of scab.

The results obtained in

experiments here

at the

College with

. es, such as injury to the stem by culti¬
vation.

The chief means by which the

sulphur and inoculated sulphur are not

fungus is spread is

through

such as would warrant the recommend¬

potatoes with the little black lumps ad¬

ation of either of them for the preven¬

hering to them.

tion of scab.

attacks many cultivated plants beside

The

planting

same

fungus

potatoes and winter over in the soil and
RHIZOCTONIA OR BLACK SCURF
This

disease

is met with very fre¬

quently in Ontario* but except in seasons
of

excessive

rainfall

does

not

cause a noticeable reduction in the crop
in Southern Ontario, though tubers are
often noticeably disfigured by

it.

In

Northern Ontario however, it is one of
the worst diseases which potato gowers
have to contend with.

Tubers affected

with Rhizoctonia are seen to be covered
with what appear to be little lumps of
hardened soil adhering to them.

These

when wet are black in color and vary
in size from a mere specks to one-quart¬
er of an inch in diameter.

on the tubers.
Prevention—This disease can be pre¬
vented to a very noticeable extent by
treating the seed with corrosive subli¬
mate.
the

Experiments conducted here at

College, and at other Experiment

Stations, have shown that the ordinarv
formalin treatment is of little value for
the prevention of this disease.

The

marked disfigurement of the tubers due
to the little black lumps forming on them
can be reduced by digging the potatoes
as soon as they are mature and not allow¬
ing them to remain in the soil during
wet weather.

Sometimes

POWDERY SCAB

they are very numerous and quite noticable.
consist

Thev are known as sclerotia and

This is a comparatively new disease.

j

of

compact

masses

fungus threads (mycelium).

of

resting

The flesh

It was first reported as occuring in Can¬
ada about 1912.

of the potato beneath is not injured by

Edward

them.

Brunswick,

If tubers however,

with these

Island,

It was found in Prince
Nova

Scotia,

Quebec and Alberta.

New
In

little black lumps on are planted in wet

1914 it was found in Northern Ontario.

seasons the fungus may spread to the

At the present time it is quite common

developing sprouts and kill them before

in certain sections of Northern Ontario

they get above ground, this being one

but does not appear to be established in

cause of “misses” in the rows.

Southern Ontario.

in the season several
may develop.

other

Later

symptoms

Young shoots may with¬

Tubers affected by powdery scab be¬
come covered with

conspicuous

scab

er and die and if these are pulled up and

spots which are more clearly defined,

examined there will be

more elevated and smoother on the sur¬

found at the

base of the stem and on the under ground

face than the spots of common

parts brown dead areas often encircling

When the skin of the scab spot is brok¬

them.

en the cavity beneath is seen to be filled

Sometimes at the base of the

stem of affected plants a cluster of small

with a brownish powder.

scab.

As is the
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case with common scab the chief loss is

on a purplish or reddish color at the

due to the unsightly appearance of the

tips and around the margins

tubers.

leaves.

In severe cases however, pot¬

of

the

Rolling of the lower leaves is

atoes may be stunted and malformed,

always associated with the disease.

and it is said that there is always a great¬

is often rather inconspicuous and does

er tendency for affected tubers to shri¬

not extend beyond the leaves lying close

vel in storage.

to the ground, although it may infect in

The fungus which

causes

powdery

It

some cases the intermediate, and some¬

scab is carried over on seed potatoes

times the uppermost leaves.

and in the soil.

It is introduced into

ed rolling of the upper leaves however,

new localities chiefly through planting

is often seen on plants not affected with

tubers which are infected or which have

leaf roll.

come in contact with infected tubers, or

affected with this disease begin to die

with bags, crates or implements which

early.

have been used in handling them.

Once

A mark¬

The rolled leaves of plants
The harsh leathery texture of

-"such leaves is

a

constant

symptom.

the fungus gains entrance to the soil it

This point may be tested by feeling them

will apparently remain there for a num¬

with the fingers.

ber of years.

plants are usually small and are borne

Prevention—It is not advisable to use
for seed potatoes showing any signs of

Tubers of affected

generally on very short stolons, or even
attached in a custer to the stem.

powdery scab, and as an additional pre¬

The cause of leaf roll is not known.

caution treat all seed potatoes with eith¬

It is however, known that it is spread

er formalin or corrosive sublimate:-

from plant to plant by means of aphids
and plant bugs, and that it

LEAF ROLE
Leaf Roll is a

disease

carried

over from year to year in the seed tub¬
which

has

caused a great reduction to the potato
crop in past years.

is

It is very widely

ers.
The surest way to avoid loss

from

leaf roll is by planting non-infected seed

spread and farmers whose yields have

potatoes.

been reduced by the presence of this

obtained only from fields which have been

disease have

the

inspected and found free from the dis¬

reduction in yield to a running out of

ease during the growing season, as there

the variety, not recognizing the occur¬

is no absolutely certain way of detect¬

rence of leaf roll in their crop.

ing the presence of leaf roll in the seed

frequently

attributed

The symptoms of leaf roll are very

tubers.

Such seed potatoes can be

Certified seed, which is avail¬

always

able in Ontario at the present time, pro¬

more or less dwarfed and in some var¬

vides a source of non-infected seed to

ieties the leaves assume a characteristic

the potato growers of the Province.

variable.

Affected plants

are

upright almost staring habit, instead of
drooping over in the normal way.

MOSAIC

This

symptom is sometimes absent the plants

This is another disease too common in

presenting instead a low-headed bushy

Ontario which is capable of causing a

appearance.

noticeable reduction in the yield.

When the crop is affect¬

Mos¬

ed badly poor color of the foliage is very

aic belongs to the same class of diseases

noticeable.

as does leaf roll, its exact cause being

It is never as

green

on

affected plants as on healthy ones and

unknown.

occasionally on certain varieties it takes

ted from plant to plant by means

It is known to be transmitof
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aphids and to be carried over from year

water soaked appearance when held up

to year in the seed potatoes.

to the light.

On the under surface of

with

the spots especially along the margins

mosaic is somewhat wrinkled or corru¬

a delicate white fungus growth may fre¬

gated and mottled with faint light green

quently be seen.

or yellowish spots.

These symptoms

the spots enlarge, run into each other,

vary considerably, being well marked in

and the whole leaf becomes soft, brown,

some cases and not

rotten and droops.

The foliage of plants affected

others.

so

noticeable

in

If the weather is wet

In this way all the

The stalks of affected plants

tops may be destroyed in a few days.

are often mere bare near the ground than

In dry weather the spots do not enlarge

those of healthy plants, partly because

but become dry, brittle and brown.

the affected foliage does not spread out

some of the affected tubers pits or de¬

and droop down normally,

pressed areas, sometimes with a some¬

because the lower leaves
severe

attacks.

and
fall

Tubers

partly
off

in

of affected

On

what purplish tinge and a water-soaked
appearance are seen.

If such tubers are

plants are

normal looking and sound

cut brown patches and streaks are found

and

keeping qualities

in the flesh beneath.

their

impaired.

are

not

If however, plants are very

Infected tubers

may dry rot in the field or in storage.

badly affected with mosaic, the tubers

A

are reduced in size and number.

developes in wet seasons.

Losses from mosaic may be prevent¬
ed by planting non-infected seed.

Cer¬

soft

wet

rot

however,

usually

It is obser¬

ved sometimes when potatoes are dug
and it is thought to be due to secondary

tified seed is the chief source of such

organisms which gain entrance to

non-infected seed in Ontario.

tubers through the dead areas produced
by the fungus which causes

LATE BLIGHT AND ROT OF

blight and rot.

POTATOES

late

At harvest time, even

if the tops have been affected badly there

This is a most destructive disease of
potatoes .

the

the

may be very little sign or rot.

Tubers

In w^et seasons it destroys

however, are almost sure to be infected

frequently a large proportion of the crop.

and rot is very likely to develop after

It is not noticed usually until late sum¬

they have been stored for a short time.

mer, August or September.

Sometimes

The fungus which causes late blight

however, if the weather is wet about

and rot is spread rapidly through

the middle of July the disease may ap¬

crop in wet weather by means of num¬

pear in the fields at the end

the

erous spores produced on the lower sur¬

its

face of affected leaves and dispersed by

month.

Conditions which

of
favor

the

spread and development are, wet weath¬

wind and rain.

er accompanied by relatively low tem¬

come in contact with the tubers in the

peratures and excessive moisture in the

soil, or when they are being dug and are

soil.

enabled to infect them.

It is nearly always worse on low,

Some of these spores

The fungus is

poorly drained lands, and on heavy clay

carried over the winter as fungus threads

soils.

(mycelium)

Leaves, stems and tubers are affected.
On the affected leaves irregular

in

the

affected

tubers.

Some of these tubers are used for seed

dark

and a

These are

plants.

usually first noticed on the lower leaves,

fungus

often at the margins.

shoots, grows up with them and finally

spots or areas are observed.

They have

a

fewT

of them

produce

stunted

When these are growing the
spreads

into

the

developing
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produces the first crop of spores of the
season on their stalks and leaves.

DIRECTIONS

FOR

SPRAYING

SEED POTATOES WITH FOR¬

From

MALIN

a very few of these infected plants here

TO

PREVENT

COM¬

MON SCAB, POWDERY SCAB

and there in the field the fungus may

AND BLACK LEG.

spread over the whole crop if climatic
conditions are favorable to its develop¬

For seed select tubers free from all
signs of rot and bruises and as free as

ment.
Late Blight and Rot can be prevented,

possible from scab, and disinfect them

a large measure, by thorough and

before they are cut by soaking them for

timely spraying with Bordeaux mixture.

two hours in a solution made by adding

to

one pint of
SUGGESTIONS

FOR

THE

PRE¬

VENTION OF TUBER BORNE
POTATO DISEASES
1.

Plant certified seed potatoes and

borne diseases as leaf roll and mosaic.
Select for seed

smooth,

sound

tubers, as free as possible from scab,
black hard lumps on the surface and
abnormal discolorations of the skin and
flesh, and disinfect them before cutting
with formalin or corrosive
The latter substance

sublimate.

should

be

used

when Rhizoctonia is troublesome.
3.

thirty gallons of water.

formalin

to

The same for¬

malin solution can be used to treat suc¬
cessive lots of potatoes.

Thirty gallons

is sufficient to treat from forty to fifty

thus guard against loss from such tuber

2.

commercial

bushels if ordinary precautions are tak¬
en not to waste too much of the fluid
as each of tubers is dipped.

Wash all

crates, bags, etc. which are used in hand1
ling the potatoes with the formalin sol¬
ution.

After the potatoes are removed

from the solution they should be spread
out on clean grass or clean bags to dry.
If the potatoes are not all disinfected in
the same day it is advisable to make up
a fresh supply of formalin for each days
treatment.

Alien cutting seed potatoes have

at hand two or three knives and a jar

DIRECTIONS

FOR

TREATING

containing a twenty percent solution of

SEED - WITH CORROSIVE SUB¬

formalin.

LIMATE TO PREVENT BLACK

After cutting into a tuber

which shows signs of rot, drop the knife

SCURF

into the formalin, discard the diseased

COMMON

potato, and take a fresh knife from the

SCAB AND BLACK LEG.

formalin solution for the next cutting.
4.

Spray every year with Bordeaux

mixture and arsenate of lime

RHIZOCTONIA,

SCAB,

POWDERY

Select tubers free from all signs of
rot and as free as possible from scab

the

and little black hard lumps on the sur¬

prevention of late blight and rot, and

face, and soak them before they are cut

the

for three hours in a solution of corros¬

control

of

potato

beetles.

for

OR

Such

spraying is an insurance which it is mu-

ive

safe to neglect.

ounces in twenty—five gallons of water,

There are in Ontario

however, certain light soils

strength

of two

which

or for one hour in a stronger solution,

early potatoes apparently can be grown

four to six ounces of corrosive sublim¬

free from rot without spraying.

ate to twenty-five gallons of water.

5.

Practice a rotation of crops and

if possible plant potatoes
sod.

on

sublimate of the

after

clover

In

preparing the solution dissolve the cor¬
rosive sublimate in a little hot water
and then make up the twenty-five gal-
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Ions m cold water.

Fill a

barrel

or

son with the Bordeaux, taking special

trough with potatoes and then add the

precautions to see that it is well covered

solution until the potatoes are covered.

during wet weather.

Leave for the required time and drain

spraying because it looks like rain, for

off the solution into another receptacle.

once dry the spray mixture will with¬

The same corrosive sublimate solution

stand rain and be on at the critical time.

should not be used to treat more than

For the first application use Bordeaux,

Never

put

off

treat¬

four pounds copper sulphate,ten to twel¬

ment the usual precautions must be tak¬

ve pounds hydrated lime, and forty gal¬

en to prevent the tubers becoming re¬

lons of water, and two pounds of arsen¬

infected.

ate of lime to each forty gallons.

three lots of potatoes.

After

Corrosive sublimate corrod¬

Re¬

es metal and should be handled in an

peat the spraying often enough to keep

earthen or wooden vessel.

the foliage covered.

It is a dead¬

Add the arsenate

ly poison and should be kept out of the

of lime to the Bordeaux only when re¬

way of children and stock.

quired for the beetles.

Even in

No stated num¬

the weak solution it is poisonous, and

ber of sprayings of the Bordeaux can

potatoes disinfected with it should never

be recommended.

be used for food for

pends on the weather.

The wetter the

Vessels containing it should be thorough¬

weather the larger the

number.

ly washed with warm water before they

the season is favorable for blight

man

or

beast.

are used for any other purpose.

The

number

rot, continue spraying until the

If
and
plants

have finished their growth and died.
DIRECTIONS
WITH

FOR

SPRAYING

BORDEAUX MIXTURE

de¬

It

is important to use plenty of Bordeaux
at each application.

Forty gallons may

BLIGHT

be sufficient to cover an acre when the

AND ROT, AND TO CONTROL

plants are small, but when the plants are

POTATO BEETLES.

large from eighty to one hundred gallons

TO PREVENT LATE

or more will be required for each acre.
Commence spraying when the potato

It is often found necessary to spray each

beetle eggs are just hatching which will

row twice at each application when the

usually be when the potato plants are

plants are large.

from five to eight inches high, and keep

in mind that spraying only pays when it

the foliage covered throughout the sea¬

is thoroughly done.

It should be borne

True worth is in being, not seeming;
In doing each day that goes by
Some little good—not in the dreaming
Of great things to do by and by;
For whatever men say in blindness,
And spite of the fancies of youth,
There’s nothing so kingly as kindness,
And nothing so royal as truth.

—Alice Terry.
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Smyrna
By H. B. Disbrowe, ’23.

S

MYRNA is a quaint

old

typical eastern city.
I

wander

through

place,

a

Time is of little value here as it is the

Each time

only thing which everyone possesses in

its

cobbled

abundance.

Across the

bay

is

the

streets I am more impressed with the

beautiful suburb of Cordelia, home of

charm of it.

the elite, so

Everything about it from

named

because

Richard

its numerous mosques to the Shylocks

Coeur de Lion once stopped there dur¬

in the bazaars is absorbingly interesting.

ing the crusades.

one but possessed the literary gift

The modern portion of the city was

there is romance enough to supply ma¬

of course totally destroyed by the invad¬

terial for volumes.

ing armies in 1922, but the older and

If

If you will look it up on the map you

larger Turkish quarter remains intact.

will see that Smyrna is situated at the

You enter this section by a long, crook¬

extreme end of a long narrow gulf of

ed, narrow, cobbled street whose name

the same name, on the Asiatic side of the

I can’t remember.

Aegean sea.

It is the chief sea-port

the bazaars, open to the street and dis¬

and centre of commerce for Asiatic Tur¬

playing every kind of merchandise from

key.

Tarsus rugs to Paris creations.

It is built entirely around the

end of the gulf in a crescent shape, not
unlike

Naples.

The country directly

On either side are

The bazaars are in sections or dis¬
tricts, each given over

to

a

particular

behind and at the sides, rises rapidly in¬

craft.

to a range of mountains, which has been

gold beaters plying their trade in the

for centuries, and is now, the haunt of

open air with slowness

brigands and outlaws.

which speaks of delicate

The harbour is small

and

crowded,

Thus for a way you will see the

workmanship.

and

precision

and

perfect

These are followed in

The

succession by those of rug merchants,

others anchor in the roadstead half a

tentmakers, shoemakers, armourers and

mile or more from shore, and are load¬

a host of others.

ed and unloaded from barges.

of this fascinating street are the cover¬

only the smaller boats can enter.

A fine

stone quay is built along the entire wat¬

ed bazaars.

er front.

Directly behind

facing the sea there

was

most

part

These are occupied by the

this,

and

rich merchants and compose the better

before

the

class shopping district.

disaster, a row of marble palaces.
being for the

At the extreme end

Those

Greek

and

The street in

this quarter, or “mahalle,” as the Turks
call it, is completely roofed over.

This

European property, were all burned at

makes it rather dark, but on the other

the time of the disaster.

hand it is protected from the rain and

Only a vast

area of ruins now remains to tell of their
former presence.

Along the front of

these ruins there runs

an

antiquated

sun, which is some advantage.
In the central part of the
smelling,

pace a little slower

would be hard to find.

walker you can imagine.

the

slowest

the

meat bazaars are situated, and a fouler

horse drawn trolley, which travels at a
than

city

generally

disgusting

sight

Even during the

However it

scorching heat of midsummer, the meat

suits the Smvrnites very well as it is

is hung in the open, exposed to the sun

cheap and will get you there eventually.

and myriads of insects which flourish in
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Its filth.

How people can sonsume such

the confusion, what it is all about.

In¬

carrion and survive the organisms which

stead however of correcting the situa¬

it must breed, is a lasting mystery to me.

tion and parting the conflicting parties,

It looks like clear proof

of

Ehrlichs

‘e has to hear all about it and get both

theory, for certainly a people who have

sides of the story.

This they give him

existed for centuries on such a variegat¬

simultaneously and voiciferously.

ed diet of microbes, should.in all manner

accepts their arguments with scorn and

of speaking, be full to the ears with

argues with them on the technical de¬

antitoxin for every bug in existence.

tails of the case.

He

Finally after three

is

quarters of an hour of Bedlam, during

ever

which everyone has thoroughly enjoyed

buyS' without bargaining and by the same

themselves, things are restored to nor¬

rule never bargains without

mal.

The general noise and
beyond description.

No

shouting
Turk

shouting.

Add to this the shouts and cries of the

There are few wagons

and

multitudes in the streets, the puff and

trucks in Smyrna.

wheeze of camels, the whine of the beg¬

bearing is done by animals or porters.

gar and the protesting bray of overbur¬

These men are trained from childhood

dened donkeys and you have an orches¬

to carry heavy weights.

tral effect that is peculiarly eastern.

ing to see what they can do.

Occasionally two carriages come to¬
gether in a narrow

street.

Neither

All

the

motor
burden

It is astonish¬
I have

seen one trotting along the quay with a
piano on his back as though

it

were

driver is willing to make the concession

nothing.

of backing and so settling the incident.

of furniture piled sky

Instead they commence to argue, vic¬

labour is very cheap and I hardly think

iously and profanely.

any of them are troubled with riches.

The passengers

arid everyone else who happens within

Others I have seen with loads
high.

Their

There are many beautiful spots out¬

half a mile of the spot take an active

side of Smyrna, as well

as

part in the discussion.

archaeological

Ephesus

They shout and

curse and gesticulate, but neither
give in.

will

The traffic becomes utterly

interest.

some

of
and

Sardis are both within a day’s run of the
city and well repay a visit.

There is

blocked by. a line of vehicles extending

not much to be seen at Sardis as

in either direction.

excavating has not been extensive, but

Everyone screams

at the top of his voice.

the

Presently a

at Ephesus a great part of the city is

policeman strolls noncholantly in from

exposed with its marble streets and the

nowhere in particular, and enquires amid

ruins of the beautiful temple of Diana.

Small service is true service while it lasts;
Of friends, however humble, scorn not one ;
The daisy, by the shadow that it casts,
Protects the lingering dewdrop from the sun.

Wordszvorth.

—
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Underdrainage
By F. L. Ferguson, B.S.A., Lecturer in Physics, O.A.C.

D

URING the last few years one has,

In the second place, we have for con¬

perhaps, been justified in curtail¬

sideration, drainage of the land now

ing farm improvements.

under cultivation.

Prices

This

is, perhaps,

for produce have been poor, and no

more important than the swamp areas,

readv money has been available, and

because we spend time cultivating and

one does not care to go too far into

money for seed and fertilizer, all of

debt unless he

which, in addition to the land are wast¬

can see some remote

ed when no crop is harvested, and yet

possibility of getting even.
Farm drainage, which should be con¬

because it may yield a fair crop—if the

sidered an investment, unfortunately

season

has been regarded as one of these im¬

take a chance, although the loss of a

provements and thereby has suffered.

crop may more than pay for the neces¬

Tile Prices have been

sary drainage.

high,

ditching

is

favorable—the

owner

will

These areas are not con¬

machines went up in price and repair

fined to low fiat deposits, but may be

bills increased until the cost of drain¬

of many types, in level, rolling or hilly

ing an acre more than doubled.

localities.

At the present time conditions are
much more favorable.

Tile,

which

Tight clay or hard-pan sub¬

soils may be responsible for this condi¬
tion.

Seepage or springs in a hillside,

were selling at $35 and $40 per thous¬

pot-holes, flood water from higher areas

and three years ago, can now be pur¬

and other peculiar soil formations re¬

chased for $20 and $25 to-day.

quire special attention.

Ditch¬

When

the

ing machine operators are able to work

water lies on the surface until it evap¬

for less with the increase of business,

orates, the soil is cold, sour, late, dif¬

and it is time for one to consider his

ficult to work and unproductive. Small

drainage work seriously, if he has any

wet areas in a field need immediate at¬

to do.

tention.

Land requiring drainage can be di¬
vided into two classes.

First. Swamp

These frequently delay culti¬

vation of the entire field, which means
late crops and poorer yields, to say

land, of which we have many hundreds

nothing of the difficulty

of acres in Ontario.

Xearlv every farm

around or mucking through the wet

in many localities has such an area,

spot, mudding up the horses, pulling

which yields no returns and is an eye¬

off their shoes and clogging

sore in the landscape.

machinery, after which it turns hard

In many cases

of

working

up

the

these could be drained with little ex¬

and bakes, yielding nothing.

pense and made valuable agricultural

of tile may improve the whole situation

land.

of

and turn a costly, inconvenient, aggra¬

swamp land which are provincial or

vating spot into a profitable, crop pro¬

municipal problems, requiring deep out¬

ducing area.

Then we have vast

areas

let ditches, and in some cases embank¬
ments and pumping stations.

These are

veritable mines of fertility and should
receive

consideration

whenever

project is economically possible.

the

One line

Drainage Can be Effected in Three
Ways.
i.

By Constructing a Vertical Outlet.
Providing one knows, or can deter-
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mine the nature of the subsoil layers,

ing as open ditches do, for they are

this may be satisfactory.

continually filling up

Often pot¬

with

sediment,

holes hold water because of an imper¬

weeds, grass and debris of all kinds.

vious layer of

dug

However, for temporary drainage, for

through might be overlying sand and

large flows of water, or reservoirs and

gravel, through which the water will

outlets, or for land too low and flat

escape.

to be drained with tile, they serve a use¬

clay,

which

if

It may be necessary to put in

tile on their ends, a stone filter or some
other arrangement through which the
water will penetrate.

Sometimes this

ful purpose.
3.

Tile Drains.

may be a dangerous practice, as the

The most efficient and most effective

clay may be holding water from coming

and satisfactory way /of getting rid of

to the surface.

To determine the pos¬

the excess water, which destroys the

sible success of such a scheme, compare

mechanical condition of the soil, is by

the water level with that in the closest

use of underground pipe.

well.

If the water in the well stands

lower than that in the

pot-hole,

no

Such practice brings about a warmer,
better aerated, sweet condition of the

doubt one might get relief by making

soil.

an

penetrate deeper, the soil is more mel¬

opening, while

if the

reverse

is

true, he might get a flowing stream.
Sometimes deep wells serve as very

Seeding can be done earlier, roots

low and easily worked.

tion is promoted, plant food is rendered

good outlets for tile drains, but unless

available,

the nature of the soil through

stimulated.

which

they are dug is fairly understood, one
cannot recommend such practice.

2.

Bacterial ac¬

and

root

development

is

The cost of cultivation is

reduced and crop yields are increased.
Tile drainage, when well done, is a
permanent

Open Ditches.

investment,

dividends every vear.

yielding

big

Monev for such

An open ditch, which may be any¬

work is easily available at a low rate

thing from a dead furrow to a dredge

of interest and long term payments,

canal, serves an

function

so that lack of finances is not an ex¬

where conditions require their construc¬

cuse and such expenditure should be

tion.

studied out as an investment, whether

important

Frequently they are used when

tile drains should replace them.

The

in mixed farming, fruit

farming

or

latter being less expensive; more effi¬

market gardening.

cient,

the

be properly laid out so that all details

sub-soil; less wasteful of land; they

of installation and an estimate of the

do not cut the fields up into all shapes

cost can be considered.

nor do not require bridging and repair¬

proper installation are' essential.

removing the water from

Defer not till to-morrow to be wise,
To-morrow’s sun to thee may never rise.

The work should

Good tile and
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The Wax Fruits in the O.A.C. Museum
By J. Whitmore, '26.

I

T may be a correct statement to say

mens provided, one to make the mould

that everybody connected with the

from and one for the color.

0. A.

the color was applied with the molten

has seen the collection of

Sometimes

wax fruits in the College Museum, but

wax, but more often afterwards,

how many know the history?

careful hand painting.

ing

over

the

ten

show

In look¬

cases

you

by

The down of

the peaches was made by beating the

will notice that these are all the varie¬

mould with a tooth brush.

ties of fruits native to Canada, besides

on many specimens was applied as dry

fruits from other parts of the world,

powder to the moist paint.

and also some vegetables and mush¬

that the best substitute for earth, to

rooms.

make the vegetables

There are also many diseases

The bloom
She found

and roots look

and insect injuries depicted with re¬

natural, was the oilv black dust from

markable fidelity to nature.

decayed brazil nuts.

Besides

The stems and

this collection of fruits there is a simi¬

root hairs were generally either wires

lar one of root crops in the Field Hus¬

or fibres dipped in molten wax.

bandry Museum.

This

whole

collec¬

During her stay at the College Mrs.

tion is perhaps the most complete of

Potter had a few pupils, but all except

its kind in the world.

Mrs. Jean Lyon failed to complete the

The artist was Mrs. Stanley Potter,
the widow of an Illinois farmer.
conceived the idea

of

She

making

wax

course.

Mrs. Lyon made about 30 of

the models, as you will notice her name
on them.

The remainder, about 875,

fruits instead of wax flowers, as many

were made by Mrs. Potter, who remain¬

women of that time did. Her work on ex¬

ed at the College six or seven years,

hibit in 1893 at the Columbian-Exposi¬

making the collection which is at least

tion, attracted the attention of Prof.

nineteen vears old.

H. L, Hutt, who at that time was on

here, also did some work for other in¬

the Horticultural staff.

stitutions.

Six years later

t/

Mrs. Potter, while
'

he induced Mrs. Potter, who was then

There was difficulty in getting an ap¬

over sixty years of age. to come to the

propriation for this work at first, but

O.A.C.

after

She lived

and

worked

in a

room in the Horticultural building.
In her work she had to

make

one year's work the

was easilv overcome.
•/

a

At

difficulty
first

Potter received $1.25 for the

Mrs.
simple

plaster cast of every original specimen

specimen such as apples and plums, and

which was furnished.

These specimens

four to five times this for the more com¬

had to be kept in cold storage till she

plex ones, such as bunches of currants

was readv
«/ to work with them.
mould was kept turning
till

and grapes.

wax cooled and set.
models are hollow.

All

the

The
the

larger

She used many in«/

Later these prices were

more than doubled, but now the col¬
lection is priceless.
After completing this collection, her

genious methods to put the finish on.

greatest

The coloring was copied from an ori¬

moved to California, where later she

ginal specimen.

died.

There were two speci¬

and last work.

Mrs. Potter
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Park Planting and Design
By J. Oakes, Queen Victoria Park, Niagara Falls.

N

O branch, of horticulture offers to
the

student

more

of the year.

These are generally found

possibilities

growing in separate groups, each con¬

than the study of park planting

sisting of one variety and blending with

compositions, as without the knowledge

each other in forming contrasts and a

of plant life,

colourful picture.

grouping and arrange¬

ment to conform to design, it is im¬
possible to achieve results.

Where redesigning is found neces¬
sary to meet changed conditions the

Landscape architects of repute have

work of planting presents many diffi¬

stated that there are few good exam¬

culties in fitting the parts re-modelled

ples of planting compositions in the

into the general scheme.

ordinary run of parks, and that this is

designer has a clear field, the problems

due to the lack of training of those in

are not so difficult; driveways, paths,

immediate charge.

stated

and other features are placed in their

that the care of parks has been under

respective positions and a definite plan

the direction of competent gardeners,

of planting is decided upon whereby

who consider the individual plant of

results are assured.

chief importance.

the necessity of preparing a good work¬

It

is also
«

Such being the case, it behooves the
student and the horticulturist to study
the different harmonious compositions
that can be

obtained

by

intelligent

Where the

This

illustrated

ing design before any planting is at¬
tempted.
Planting is done for
shade and ornamental.

two

reasons,

Shade trees are

grouping and planting, so that in the

planted along paths and driveways to

case of the horticulturist he may, in¬

provide cool shady spots, also in rest¬

stead of planting by instinct, know the

ful locations.

reason why the plants are so placed, and

done to further enhance the surround¬

in the case of the student he may be¬

ings.

come acquainted with the characteris¬

tal as not enough.

tics of plant life and be able to use such

as essential to landscape design as they

knowledge in forming good comprehen¬

are to the artist’s picture.

sive plantings.

Ornamental planting is

Too much shade is as detrimen¬
Light and shade are

The question often arises as to what

The natural grouping

of trees and

constitutes ornamental trees with re¬

shrubs that occurs in our native en¬

gard to natural plantings.

virons are well worth studying, and

orientals be planted with occidentals?

will show the horticulturist what na¬
ture has done in the way of providing

Should imported plants be introduced
into native plantings?
Opinions may

ideas.

Take, for instance, the Cedars

differ with regard to these questions,

and Balsams that grow" in different lo¬

but there seems to be no reason why

cal ities, the way they have grown and

there should be any difficulty in choos¬

flourished and formed compositions that

ing material that will meet with all

would be difficult to duplicate by arti¬

requirements considering the fact, all

ficial means.

plants are ornamental that are pleasing

ing of the

Then we have the group¬
deciduous

trees that pro¬

vides the wealth of colour in the fall

-Should

to the eye.
During the past few

years

many
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plants, trees and shrubs have been in¬

tion to the lines of design and only

troduced into North America that have

serve the purpose of forming a con¬

proved of great value to the horticul¬

glomerate

turist; these can be used to great ad¬

flower.

vantage

in

good

planting

composi¬

mass

of

colour

when

in

Formal gardens designed and locat¬
ed to harmonize with the surroundings

tions.
Native material that is often unap¬

and planted with a careful considera¬

preciated may possess all the elements

tion of subdued colour effect may be

that are needed for a beautiful plant¬

featured by the horticulturist and do

ing effect.

u. t. detract from good compositions.

Every plant is a weed in its

own habitat and it appears feasible that

Herbaceous borders provide a wealth

any plant that will give results the

of bloom during the

designer wishes to obtain, is the one to

season, and when planted in front of a

use, whether it will be considered a

background of shrubs and trees show

weed or .otherwise.

to the best advantage.

A park is not of necessity an Arbore¬

whole

growing

Formal plant¬

ings alongside paths can be substituted

tum or a horticultural garden, where

with herbaceous plantings

attention is given principally to collect¬

effect gained will be far superior both

ing and growing horticultural speci¬

in continuity of bloom and economy of

mens, nor is it a necessity to have every

upkeep and maintenance.

kind of plant to construct good com¬
positions, nevertheless,

collections

flowering shrubs and evergreens

and

tbs?

The ultimate growth of material used

of

when planting is an important factor

can

in designing and needs consideration,

be used to great advantage.

for trees and shrubs that have outgrown

Groups of flowering shrubs planted in

their respective position require prun¬

different varieties and properly labelled

ing to

provides a source of interest

effect required by the designer. Gnarled

at

all

keep

them uniform with the

times, especially at the flowering period.

and knotty specimens of

Special features, such as Rose Gardens,

shrubs are often seen as a result of

Rock

and

the annual or semi-annual pruning, and

water effects constructed in such a man¬

mutilated and distorted forms created

ner that they fit into the general de¬

by the constant clipping with shears.

sign, give individuality to the park..

Specimens of topary work exhibited on

Gardens,

Sunken

Gardens

trees

and

When the arrangement of the flower

some of the large estates in England

beds and borders has been designed to

and France are only for the faddist.

conform with the general outines, the

They are of no real decorative value.

work of planting is much easier in com¬

Clipped hedges serve a special purpose

parison with beds placed

in providing

in

such a

fences

and screens for

manner that they appear to have no

objectional features.

relation with the design.

by constant shearing will deform any

Flower beds

Mutilating plants

are often seen dotted promiscuously on

good composition.

lawns and assume all manner of shapes

control the vigorous growth of individ¬

and sizes, whilst round beds are seen

ual

dotted in any open space that may occur

bounds, the pruning should be done so

among the

that the tree loses none of its natural

shrub

plantings.

There

seems to be no logical reason why they
should be so placed, they have no rela¬

If it is necessary to

specimens to keep

them

within

beautv.
Parks are constructed and maintain-
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ed to provide healthful recreation for

to all branches of horticulture, where

the people.

the skill and knowledge of the horti¬

Playing

These

Grounds,

may

consist

Amusement

of

Parks,

Tennis Courts, Restaurant, Rest Rooms,
etc., all of which constitute

settings

culturist and designer are required.
It is therefore necessary that a close
study of the decorative value of all

can

plant material be undertaken, and that

create contrasts in his compositions of

observations be kept, comparisons made

plant life, and when completed com¬

of work completed and under construc¬

bine to make one harmonious whole.

tion, so that ideas may be formulated

This does not apply to parks alone, but

that can be utilized as occasion arises.

aground which

the

horticulturist

Where Varieties Receive Their Practical Examination
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Delphiniums
Also known as Hardy Larkspur
By J. E. Carter, Griielph.
Past President of the Provincial Horticultural Society, and Second Vice-President of
the Canadian Council of Horticulture, Ottawa.

O

hardy

digo, and often combined in the same

garden none, perhaps is as popular

flower there are deep purples, violets,

as this charming flower and none,

lilacs, lilac pinks, lavenders, and even

F all the subjects

perhaps, presents more

in

the

troubles

and

whites.

A most attractive feature of

as

the flowers is the bee-like centre, which

this, and if I could do nothing more

is usually cf a contrasting color.a white,

than to show to my readers how easy it

yellow, brown, black or blue, and which

is to overcome these, my mission would

always has the effect of

be fulfilled.

the color.

difficulties to the average

amateur

Did it ever occur to you

intensifying

Delphiniums

have

passed

that of all things we prize mostly in our

through an evolution during the last ten

gardens we seem to encounter the great¬

years that to the observer is almost mir¬

est difficulties ?

aculous.

There are a number

Then years ago Delphinum

of reasons why Delphiniums are so dis¬

Formosum and its

tinctly popular, for to begin with it is

Coelestinum

were

the loveliest flower of all; it is absolut-

fulflowers.

To-day they are ready for

ey hardy (when we know how to treat

the

it); it grows rapidly; its long spell of

when you compare them with the grace

blooming period,

and at a time when

and Beauty of Belladonna and its off¬

gaiety reigns supreme in our gardens.

springs, the flowers are stiff, weedy, small

Could anyone imagine a Tune

and ungraceful.

gardens without Delphiniums ?

in

our
It is

scrap

In a

sister

considered

heap—and why?

really

Formosum

beautiful

wonderBecause

garden to-day

the aristocrat of our gardens, because of

we should be very careful as to

its stately and majestic appearance, its

Delphiniums to employ.

decorative beauty, and its refined form

most critical in our selection; and to

and grace.

But what is more import¬

make this point clear to my readers, I

ant, it appears in a coloring which in

shall go into detail as to the ideal sel¬

rareness and beauty and delicacy cannot

ection of sorts later.

what

We should be

be equalled by any other.
We all love the blues when we can get
them true, and here for once we have

THE IDEAL CULTURE
Delphiniums are very exacting as to

a flower in which we can choose every

soil and location and food.

imaginable tone of true blue, and, what

must be the very best and absolutely

is still more wonderful with variation.-

free from any suggestion of sourness.

Many of the newer hybrids show us

The location must be sunny-shade spells

combinations which we find only dup¬

trouble and absolutely no manure must

licated in the finest of opalescent silks—

be imparted to the soil either before or

as pale blue clouded with rose.

after planting.

As to

The soil

The soil must be deep,

blues, they range from the most trans¬

well dug, and a liberal quantity of bone

parent azure through all the graduations

meal and

of tone to the deepest sapphire and in¬

down deep into the hole—say six inches

wood

ashes

should be

put
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below the lowest root at the time

of

planting.
WHEN
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mediately surrounding the plant with a
handful of ground bone, and fork it into

TO

PLANT:

Delphiniums

the soil gently.

We must

keep

the

can be planted both in the fall from Sep¬

ground stirred, and as soon as the form¬

tember 1st to November 1st, or in the

ation of buds show we must give the

spring from April 1st till May 15th, or

plants

if not grown, at any time from April 1st

manure, and as soon as hot weather sets

till November 1st.

in we mulch the ground with lawn clip¬

WHAT KIND OF PLANTS DO I
PREFER?

I find that a one year old

plant in other words, a very young plant

a

weekly dose of

liquid sheep

pings—to prevent the plants suffering
from drough.

Watering is also nec¬

essary during dry weather.

is the most satisfactory of all; in fact,

We have at least two crops, and pos¬

the year after planting, the plant is in

sibly three, of flowers in a single season.

its height of perfection, and after that

Even with indifferent care we can at

declines.

least have two crops of flowers from the

Many amateurs insist upon

clumps which

from the standpoint of

plants in a season, provided we cut the

value are the most expensive and the

plants right down to the ground as the

most worthless.

flowers pass by in June; and here

HOW FAR APART SHOULD THE

I

want to give a fair warning to all am¬

If you follow my

ateurs—namely, so many hate to cut a

directions properly, twelve inches apart

spike if there is even the semblance of

between each young plant is about right,

a single flower waving on the end of

but if you intend to allow the plants to

the spike.

remain longer than two years

fully two thirds of the spikes has gone

PLANTS BE SET?

in the

spot, two feet apart would be better.

By passing by, I mean when

to seed, because then the plant has gone
by its effectiveness and is no

HOW

DEEP

SHOULD

THE

PLANTS BE SET? The crown (which
is the dividing line between green grow¬
th and the actual roots) should be one
inch below the actual level of the garden,
and this one inch of depth and in a cir¬
cle of six inches on all sides should be
filled with coarse coal ashes, because, if
you do not follow this advice, you will
find that you frequently lose your plants
during the winter.

The coal ashes act

as a remedy against two evils; first, they
keep away the slugs, which feed and
gnaw at the green shoots made during
the winter and early spring, and to keep
the surplus moisture away in the early
spring which invariably

causes

plants

to decay and disappear.
TREATMENT

DURING

longer

pretty; and by cutting back, I mean right
to the surface of the ground.

It may

be necessary to cut everything and so
that nothing remains visible above the
ground.

Of course if we have at the

base self supporting
young growth,

leaf

growth

this can remain.

or
By

cutting back I only mean the stalk which
bore the flowers; but with most plants
this means the whole growth.

You will

note that I am very explicit on this point,
for I know that it takes an abundance
of courage by the average amateur to
cut at any time and particularly so rad¬
ically.

Immediately after cutting down

we dress the soil once more with bone
meal, and as the new growth appears,
with liquid sheep manure once a week

SUM¬

This second crop of flowers

appears

MER : When the growth appears in the

then, early in September, and is just as

early spring, we must dress the soil im¬

good as the first crop was.

And when
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the second crop passes we cut the spikes

plain English powHered

tobacco,

and

back to where the lowest flower iorniecl.

then add five gallons of boiling water.
Let this mixture steep, and wThen cold

HOW TO

PROTECT IN WINTER

Here is where generally the greatest
mistake is made.

It is dead wrong to

stir it, and finally let it settle.

From

this mixture take one quart and pour
into a twelve quart watering can,

fill

cover plants with manure, for I am pos¬

with water, and saturate

itive more plants are killed by this meth¬

where the affected larkspurs are grow¬

od than kept alive.

ing.

Please remember

the

ground

You can do this any time of the

that stable manure of any kind is the

year and, still better, several times of

greatest enemy of

the year, after several applications the

should under no
near them.

Delphiniums,
circumstances

and
come

disease entirely disappears.

Another

The first thing when cold

very helpful remedy for the ‘‘blight” is;

weather starts, we should carefully re¬

in the early spring dig a circle four in¬

move the soil around the base of the

ches away from the plant in a narrow

plant to the depth of two inches, and in

furrow three inches

its place we put sand.

We then cut

bottom sprinkle a good layer about one

back the growth to four inches above

quarter inch thick of dry Bordeaux mix¬

the ground, and cover the entire place

ture, and cover it up.

with six inches of straw, which we hold

with your spray of tobacco and lime,

in place with twigs or brush.

and you will

have

deep, and in the

Follow it later
no

trouble

with

“blight”.
OUR TROUBLES WITH
WHERE

DELPHINIUMS

TO

EMPLOY

DELPH¬

INIUMS IN THE GARDEN:
Our first trouble in spring is when

The

mere mention of the name Delphinium

the plants fail to show up, due, as ex¬

suggests at

plained, to grubs, slugs or too abundant

Here, in order to be effective, they may

moisture; but if treated as recommend¬

be planted in clumps of not less than

ed this trouble will entirely disappear.

six plants, provided that the border is

The main trouble

at least five feet wide.

with

flowers is called ‘‘blight”.

these

lovely

It is a dis¬

ease which is prevalent now

in

fully

is eight feet

once

wide,

the

hardy

border.

If the border

clumps

made

twelve plants are more effective.

of
Al¬

seventy-five per cent of all gardens, and

ways make the individual clump of one

which has given us all much concern,

sort.

what is Blight you ask.

To begin with

dred feet long, let these clumps appear

“Blight” is a disease caused by unhealthy

every 10 feet, but if the border is longer,

soil.

put them fifteen to 20 feet apart.

Did you notice on some of your

If the border is fifty to one hun¬

A

plants part of the growth was yellow, or

single clump of Delphiniums in a long

entirely so, with a result that you had

border looks lost, when the border is

a poor stalk, distorted flowers, or none

very

at all?

Again

place a single plant every five feet in the

did you notice some part of the stem

border, and if the border is very long,

turn black, and then the

the effect at the time of blooming is as

Why, that is blight.

wither and die?

part

above

That also is blight.

Here is the cure: Place four pounds

narrow—say,

three

feet—then

if the border was entirely of Delphin¬
iums.

The width and length of a bor¬

of unslaked lime into a ten gallon tub;

der has much to do with the planning.

add one pound of tabacco dust, or in

In formal

gardens

Delphiniums

are
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equally well at home, and really form

in June.

the centre of attraction in June.

different mass effect from April until

In

And so this border

the squares they always ought to appear

November.

in the centre, and as individual groups

by judicious planting.

by themselves.

That is what can be done

they

appeal

HOW

TO

PROPAGATE

ners of a building or on either side of
garden entrances or immediately in front
of rose arches, particularly if the arches
pink

climbing

roses.

A large clump on either side of the en¬
trance of a house is most decorative and
enhances the whole effect.

Again if

we have a group of blue spruces or ced¬
ars, the lovely blue of the Belladonna
shines like a jewel in the sun.

WITH

Delphiniums
three

DELPHINIUMS:-

can be

distinct ways;

propagated
(1)

From

(2)

from the division of

(3)

from cuttings off the top.

the

in

seed,
crown,
All

these three can easily be practised by
an amateur, and you can grow just as
fine and better sorts than you can pur¬
chase at any price from a nursery.

I

am interested in your enthusiasm, and
I know

HOW TO MAKE LOVELY PIC¬

DELPH¬

INIUMS

when placed in bold groups at the cor¬

TURES

a

In lawns they are most

striking, but most of all

are hung with

had

I can

create that enthusiasm

with you, and increase it by showing
you how easy it is to create your own

Blue by itself is very rich, but when

plants for your garden,

combined with white or pink looks twice

more, a garden is not half as attractive

as beautiful. I seldom think of Delphin¬

and you are not nearly as proud of it as

ium alone, and in fact I never place it

when you can say to your friends.

by itself, but invariably combine it with

you

the chase Madonna Lily.

Well I raised them all myself from seed.

A most beautiful planting of a nar¬

see those

beautiful

and

further¬

Do

Delphiniums?

And then I know you will look after

row three foot border, extending from

them with

the gateway or the sidewalk to the steps

than if you had purchased the plants.

entering the house, on either side of the

The raising of Delphinium from seed is

walk, was filled as follows;

beds

one of the most fascinating past times

contained five rows each filled with one

in the whole sphere of garden work;

kind of plant solid.

and why?

inium

all

Back row, Delph¬

Belladonna.

Immediately

in

more nearly parental

care

Because there is nothing

certain about it.

You can buy the most

front of these, taking up no extra space,

expensive seed, or pick it yourself from

Lillium Candidum or Canadian White

your first specimen in the garden; and

Lily.

after you have grown it there will not

Second Row from back Phlox

‘‘Elizabeth

Campbell'’.

row,

be one plant like the others—some very

Lilum Perenne, in blue and white, and

inferior, but a few most superior, and

edge of pure

it is these few which repay you for all

yellow

Third
Viola

Cornuta.

The Violas flowered from April until

your troubles.

frost, between, the Lilums flowered in

point about Delphinium seed which you

May- Pink Darwin tulips, in Tune; every¬

must know, namely, the seed must be

thing was in bloom in July and August,

less than two months old, or in other

Phlox “Elizabeth Campbell” was in its

words, it must be absolutely fresh or it

glory

will germinate

in

September-

The

Delphinium

There is just one bad

very

poorly.

Your

flowered again, enhanced by pink Glad¬

usual source of getting the seeds is from

iolus, which was set between the phlox

your seedsman, and you buy your seeds
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any day from

January

till

August.

there is two methods to follow.

Do we

Now, all such seeds are at least a year

simply want to divide for the purpose

old, for the seedsman does not get the

of making the plants young once more,

1922 crop of seeds until the end of the

or do we want as many plants from one

season, which is in November.

clump as it is possible?

Seeds

It the former

per

point is in question, we simply take a

in

sharp knife and divide our plants diag¬

January, when you sow it in May, June

onally across once, so that we have two

or July, it is nearly twelve months old.

individual half clumps, but if these in¬

and it will germinate either poorly or not

dividual half clumps

at all.

Of course if you must start

than we want to plant, we divide them

with purchased seeds you have no alter¬

once more in the same manner, so as

native, except that you get some good

to have created four clumps out of the

seed from a friend who has selected it

one.

from some of his best bloom and who

ision you have cut directly through some

has covered the spike with muslin

to

of the plants, for you still have 'enough

As it is do the best

left to make a formidable showing that

six month old will germinate
cent.

That would mean

keep the bees off.
you can.

50

sowing

If you must purchase the

season.

are

still

larger

Do not be afraid if by this div¬

If your intentions are though,

seeds, do not blame the seedsman if the

to get as many plants as possible from

seed germinates poorly,

for he is not

a clump, then the division will have to

But if vou try to save vour

be executed differently, namely, with a

own seed, cut the spike which has the

sharp knife; we follow each individual

fattest seed pods.

new growth downward to connect

to blame.

Place

them

on

it

paper in the sun, but do not let rain

with some part of the old root, no mat-

touch them, and they will quickly ripen.

red how little of this root one can take.

Delphinium seed to be ripe must be per¬

Should one of the growth

fectly black.

without the old root attached, it may as

THE DIVISION OF THE CROWN

well be discarded for it will not grow.

What do you mean by the crown ?
Several of my readers will ask, and I
want to be very explicit on this point,
for there seems to be a great deal of
doubt as to what is a crown of a plant.
I have always stated

that

we

never

know our plants until we lift them, some
day, from the soil, wash off all the soil
of their roots, and thoroughly inspect
the root system; for unless we know the
root system of a plant, we do not know
our plants at all.

When you inspect

a root of a Delphinium you will find
when you begin from the top, that immediatey below the green stalk there is
a solid matter of knitted, hard roots,
which finally divide into individual tub¬
er-like roots, from which the small fibre
roots grow.

In dividing these crowns

break

off

The latter method we adopt only on some
particular fine sort of which we like to
have as many plants in the garden as
possible, but we should not expect to
have large plants of these that same sea¬
son and in planting
divided

roots

we

out

these

newly

do not . plant

then'

back again into the permanent border
at once, but rather plant them in a well
prepared nursery bed, where we

can

cultivate them for a season and feed
and nurse them.

When we adopt this

method of dividing the crown, we are
quite sure of reproducing

the

exact

sort.
WHEN

SHOULD

DIVISIONS

BE

MADE ?
There are two seasons for that work,
namely, one in Spring, from April 15th
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to May 1st, and one in fall, from Oct¬

rooted.

ober 1st to October 15th.

we can soon recognize

quarter

divisions

Half

or

should produce per¬

fect flowering plants the season follow¬
ing the division.

Not all cuttings will root, and

wilting above the sand.

by

some

Such should

promptly be pulled from the sand, so
that the decaying growth does not con¬
taminate the sand.

FROM CUTTING OFF THE TOP.

this

When the newly

potted cuttings have taken hold and are
showing growth, we can feed them with

This method is perhaps the most diffi¬

liquid manure, and should

cult for the amateur, for it requires a

thoroughly

green house to accomplish

The

them to the next larger pot, and again

plants are lifted in the fall and placed

keep them in the greenhouse until they

in cold frames until about January 15th.

have

It is rather well to have the frost touch

About April 1st we take these pots to

the plants before they are brought into

the cold frame and allow the air to get

the greenhouse.

We place them first

to them during the fair days until we

in the coolest part of the greenhouse

gradually harden them off, and about

and water them, but moderately, to keep

May 15th we plant them out.

the growth coming on slowly.

When

the first year such cuttings will flower,

the new growth appears, we take our

but they are not in their prime until the

cuttings before the plant is really three

second year.

inches high,

that the offsprings are exactly like

for otherwise

it.

the

stab

the

roots

fill the pot, we transplant

made

new

roots

once

more.

Even

This method also insures
the

would be hollow and would be slow in

parent, but one good sized clump should

rooting or not at all.

We prepare a

produce at least twenty-five new plants.

bed of solid sand, which we moisten,

We can only make these cuttings when

and in this bed we place our cuttings

the growth remains

about three inches

We place

grows up heavy shoots, which are hol¬

newspaper or cotton sheets next to the

low, there is no need for taking any fur¬

glass to keep the sun from drying out

ther cuttings, but the clump can be sav¬

the newly made cuttings, and in about

ed and planted out again in the spring,

three

and will flower just the same as before.

weeks

apart.

the cuttings

should

be

thin.

The man who is strong to fight his fight,
And, whose will no front can daunt,
If the truth be truth, and the right be right.
Is the man that the ages want.

If little labor, little are our gains;
Man’s fortunes are according to his pains.

Herrick.

—

When

it
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EDITORIAL
Friend and Matron

I

F there is anyone whose services have

Annie Ross, M.D., C. M.

been unselfishly given and thorough¬
ly appreciated during the past term,
it is Dr. Annie Ross, our kindly and
painstaking matron, who is at the same
time Lecturer in

Physiology,

Home

Nursing and Psychology at Macdonald
Institute.
Many readers will

remember

her

from her connection with the Institute,
where she has served on the staff since
her graduation in Medicine, with the
exception of time spent taking a course
in Child Nursing and Psvchologv, at
Columbia

University,

and

another

period in Social Service Work at To¬
ronto, in connection with the Women’s
Institute.
She has just completed what might
be

properly

termed

an

endurance

test iof skill

and

patience,

and

come through with flying colors.

has
For

the last three weeks of the term the
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hospital in Johnston Hall did a rushing

first

business.

not been more than a day at a time

be

In fact Grub Alley had to

included

to

find

“mumps” patients.

room

for

of

last

November

there

has

the

when some ailing undergraduate fias

At one time there

not needed and has not received her
constant attention.

were sixteen sick boys being nursed
and attended, and the fact that a few
were going out and a few coming in
each day, did not lessen the amount
of supervision necessary.

titian and official consoler

for

that

would

have

been a larger undertaking had it been
girls—is no easy task.

she bas been able to save the students
considerable doctor's fees and hospital
bills, nor has she lost any opportunity

To be house doctor, head nurse, die¬
many boys—although it

Through her knowledge of medicine

Yet to do this

in a commendable manner and at the
same time prepare and deliver seven
lectures a week at Macdonald Institute,
is what our matron has accomplished.

of doing so.

It is not necessary to say

that

they
«/ feel individually
«/ and.
lectively deeply indebted to her.

col-

Long after they have forgotten much
of the knowledge to which they have
been exposed, and many of the good
times which they have so heartily en¬
joyed, they will still hold

vivid

in

their memor}r her thoughtful, kindly

Even the three weeks’ holidays that

acts that made them feel that, although

the girls enjoyed brought her little re¬

they were away from home, some one

laxation.

was solicitious about their comfort and

suaded to

Moreover, since she was per¬
act

as

Matron about

the

welfare.

Bakers’ College at O. A. C.
The Bread and Cake Manufacturers’
Association have raised the funds for
a building to be -used as a school to
teach up-to-date practice, and further
the science of their profession.

They

have chosen to locate at the 0. A. C.
and have selected a site with the in¬
tention of building this summer.
The site they have chosen is between

drive that passes the President's house.
The science of this work is not by
any means new at the 0. A. C.

The

Chemistry Department has had a flour
testing laboratory in which they have
carried on research work for anany
years, and two years ago inaugurated a
Baker's Short Course.

The object of

the proposed building is

to

continue

the Mechanics’ Building and the Maids’

and enlarge upon the work so success¬

Residence.

fully started by Professor Harcourt and

The front entrance will be

facing, and directly in line with the

his department.

*

It is understood that the road back

Heights.

The removal of a few sheds

of Johnston Hall will be improved in

and the erection of a feAv new buildings

the near future, making it one of the

will do

most

attractive and unnamed street.

presentable

streets

on

College

much to transform this un¬
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Now it naturally follows that a pre¬

interested, and, moreover, expect that

sentable street should have an equally

their brains are

presentable name.

And “if eventual¬

chemical formulae, scientific names, or

ly why not now?’’

It does not sound

foundation sires to such an extent that

quite proper to say that the Baker's

clear constructive thinking is well nigh

Building is to be on a hack street or a

impossible.

road without a name.

How much more

genteel it would sound to

speak

of

Baker’s Boulevard or Appetite Avenue !
We have an idea!

Let us carry on

befogged

with

The rules of the competition shall be:
Open only to Review subscribers.

Each

name must be accompanied with the
reason for its choice.

The faculty slyall

«/

a competition through the Review for
the naming of the street, thus giving
ex-students an opportunity
suggestions.

not

to

offer

We expect they will be

be the judges in the final decision.
Note.—Contestants will not be dis¬
qualified if they include a few alumni
notes in the same letter.

Debating at the O. A. C.
The debates at- the College during the

bate by means of a vote of the audience

past year have been more successful

seems to be worthy of a trial here.

than usual.

of the

is logical that if a person knows that

most valuable of our educational pro¬

he is going to be asked for an impartial

cesses and should be given more stress

opinion as to who won the debate, he

by our student body.

will pay considerably more attention to

Debating is

one

The great fault we have to find with
the present system is the method of
choosing the debaters
Year Series.

in

the

Inter-

The method of picking

on some chap who looks as if he could
debate and giving him the alternative
of

debating

or taking a

not the best one.

tanking, is

A place on the Year

Debating Team is worth striving for
and counted an honor when achieved.
We suggest a series of elimination de¬
bates within each year

to choose

the

team.

It

what is being said.
Inter-Collegiate Debating is an ac¬
tivity that might well receive

more

notice. Negotiations for an exchange of
debate

should be

commenced

earlier

than was the case in the past year.
We see no reason why the Inter-Year
Series could not be made a testingground for subjects for the Inter-Col¬
legiate debates.

Great care should be

taken in directing the resolution before
submitting it to the opposing university.
At least four or five days should be

In the matter of subjects debated we
cannot help thinking, whether we are
right or not, that the subjects are not
as interesting as they migli be to our
College audiences.

spent in working it up before it leaves
our hands.

The

Oxford

method

of

judging might also be given a trial in
the Inter-University debates.

Of course we re¬
discovering a

On the whole the debating contests of

subject that would be interesting to

the past year have been worth-while

worlcllv young men and

and we should strive to make them

alize the difficulty
t/

v

tJ

of

CD

o

women

and

still be worth debating.
The Oxford method of judging a de-

more so in the coming years.
W. B R.. ’26.
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Comment
As a student body we may not excel

he is learned.

Nor is he an educated

in midnight raids, or downtown demon¬

man simply because he is a university

strations of a noisy character, hut, ac¬

man, added this son of a farm laborer

cording to President Reynolds, in a

who was thrilled last July when

message of farewell at the end of the

University

term, we have excelled in (another way

degree, the greatest of prizes in the

which has been much more

to

eves of a Scotchman.

credit.

who

When our President,

our
is

of

Glasgow gave him its
A man mav be

educated for a* that and a” that.

known to pay compliments only when

Here is the educated man, according

they are well deserved, says that the

to the former Prime Minister:—

past College year has been outstanding

“The educated man is a man

with respect to student conduct,

we

the

with

certain subtle spiritual qualities which

should feel proud that we have estab¬

make him calm in

lished a record that is a worthv one—

when alone, just in his dealings,

one that is worth emulating (another

tional and sane in the fullest meaning

year.

of that word in all the affairs of his

«/

College

What could he better for our
and for

ourselves

than

the

adversity,

happy
ra¬

life.”

hearty co-operation of staff and stu¬

1

ch a -man may be as learned as

dents and the proper respect for .the

Aristotle,

rights of others.

Donald said, have difficulty in signing

Will the

same

or

or

better be said of us at the end of the

his own name.

term, a vear
from now.
«/
hope so.

country

We sincerely
*-

he

may,

or

Mr.

singing

the

subscribers

are

not

of

receiving

our
their

old

talking about his sheep

and his dogs, or quoting Burns.
We have heard that a few

Mac¬

He may be back in the

somewhere,

folksongs,

as

This

is defining education not in terms
1

of

‘ counts ’ ’ and ‘ ‘ credit ’ ’ courses of ‘ ‘ma¬

magazines promptly. If this is so kind¬

jors” and “minors,” nor in professional

ly drop us a line.

or other vocational achievements, but

We may be able to

remedy the trouble at once.
otherwise notified we will

Unless

send

the

in

simple

spiritual

and

intellectual

values.—New York Times.

students magazines to the summer ad¬
dress that they left with the Registrar.
1/

(~-S

A herse is a dern poor wagin +o talk
yer first tripp to church in.

Ramsay MacDonald joined a group
of ‘ ‘ Old Students ” of a workingmen’s
college at
nights

ago.

supper in London
and discussed

a

few

with

his

So live that it never will be necessary
to tell the reporters to save your fam¬
ily’s feelings as much as possible.

sometime comrades the real meaning
of education and the definition of the
“educated man.”

Certainly, said this

man who has sat in the seat of Glad¬
stone,

the

educated

“learned man.”

man

is not

the

reward

two people get for sticking together
from dimples to wrinkles.

a

By this is meant that

he is not necessarily educated because
«/

The golden wedding is

It’s hard to tell which will hold most
—a boy’s pockets or his stomach.
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WlTD h Him
The

gentleman

breadth

whose

length

appear herewith,

and

both looks

and sounds large, witness that meal¬
time monologue, ‘1 Ting-a-ling-a-ling ! ’ ’
goes the dean’s bell.

‘Boom!

Boom!!

Boom!” commences an enormous voice
at the end of the hall, and another an¬
nouncement is under way and being
heard even above the silvery syncopa¬
tion of the Mac. Hall table equipment.
There is only one man in College who
can perform this unique feat with com¬
plete efficiency.
Frank

Parish,

That

individual

acknowledged

is

Grand

Master of the Supreme Order of Doubt
Dispellers, and incidentally president of
the fourth year, and editor-in-chief of
the 1925 Year Book.

We might go to

some length in recounting the R.O.M.
of this genial

Ag. specialist

and

we

might write reams about his manage¬
ment of the College rink, his C.O.T.C.
positions, his trips to Toronto, Milwau¬
kee and Chicago, on the judging team,
and to Mac. Hall on the dancng team.
Be it understood, however, that we do
not wish to publish a catalogue, nor
are we prepared to go into any more
classification work than is needful.
Aside from his shoulders and voice
his optimism is his most ardent char¬
acteristic.

Such

a

completely happy

smile never fails to produce buoyancy

Franklin J. Parish
President, Editor, Orator.

in its beholders, and when they per¬
ceive that annoying tawny thatch part¬
ed so precisely in the middle, why that

merged himself in an extensive and in¬

buoyancy simply becomes a surge of

tensive study of Ayrshire Cattle.

ecstasy.

fact, so much

Such is the effect of true fel¬

lowship plus true nature plus true art.
Frank is specializing in the “Moomoo”

option, where,

of

course,

his

In

did he submerge that

for some time only the bubbles of rumor
regarding his undertakings
evidence.

were

in

Now that things are being

bulk and vocal prowess are entirely in

noised abroad we find that

he

harmony with the surroundings. .

smitten the sounding bell

fame a

For his graduation thesis

he

sub-

truly mighty wallop.

of

has

He has produced
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the

first

authentic

classification

of

Canadian IT 0. P. Ayrshires.

of such “write-ups” as this, we refuse
to be bothered.

Of course, such an original and val¬
uable work was to be

341

expected

from

Franklin J. Parish is

not the sort of chap whom we feel it
necessary to burden with

our

good

one with his capabilities, but neverthe¬

wishes, and fond hopes.

less this in no way detracts from the

was ever in a position to succeed, either

credit of the undertaking.

materially or otherwise, it is this big

If any one

In all probability Frank will return

boy from Ottawa, and if we, the readers

to that scene of his former work, the

of the Review, are as capable of suc¬

Central Experiment Farm, Ottawa.

cess as he, then, “For what we are

As for the

hackneyed

prediction

which usually appears at the conclusion

Music in the Residence

about to receive

we

be

truly

thankful. ”

not.

What a wealth of musical talent is

may

At all events,

what ; marvellous

it

is

outbursts

surprising
of

song

being daily wasted on the vacant air,

can come from a very ordinary person

and the hollow sounding corridors

under such circumstances.

Mills Hall!

of

Enter at whatwever hour

These musicians seem to have a fine

you will, and strains of music, instru¬

disregard for time and occasion.

mental or vocal, are almost

may hear a minature orchestra in pro¬

sure

to

You

gress at midnight—or a belated song¬

greet your ear.
The noon hour seems to be one of
the favorite musical periods.

Coming

in at this hour, you might hear

the

ster carolling gayly at one A.M. More¬
over, you may hear the wildest type of
jazz on Sunday, and the most fervent

doleful groan of a saxophone from the

hymns during the

third floor, the melodious hum of

preceding lectures.

a

banjo on the second floor, and an ecst¬

week

immediately

What more delightful way to begin

of song from some amor¬

a new day could one imagine than to

ous resident of the first floor, who has

be wakened in the morning by the siren

been successful in love affairs

voices of a few cheery energetic stud¬

atic burst

across

ents singing their carol to the morn ?

the way.
Yes, we are very musical.

We have

vent all our emotions in song.
get a cheque from home, or

If we

a

letter

from the girl, we express our feelings
in the

form of

“Doodle-Do-Doo”,

“Bringin’ Home the Bacon”.

But,

we are able to sing at all, we belabour
the strains of ‘‘Home Sweet Home” or
“Just a Song at Twilight.”
seems to be the showers.

I

do

Could we not learn to

appreciate more fully the complex and
varied talent that is at our very door?
W. A. YOUNG.

if

has taken our girl to a dance, provided

for

erfully blessed.

or

there is an exam next day, or someone

The most popular place

We can truly say that we are wond¬

song
not

know whether the cleaning action has
an uplifting effect on the individual or

Must Be a New Bacillus
A letter came in recently to Professor
Jones, addressed thus:
Bak Tara Olige
Department, of Agriculture
Guelph.
Our postman is surely efficient when
he knew where to put that one!
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The “Christening”

S

OMEBODY just suggested to some¬

what was going on below until they, in

body else that since the build’ng

their turn, were rudely awakened.

formerly

the redoubtable Dean was not aroused

Residence

was

known

as

the

henceforth

called Johnston Hall,

Old

to

be

it would be only

right and fitting that it should be form¬
ally christened as such.

It was fur¬

ther suggested that, as some of the in¬
habitants of the said building persisted
in committing the grievous offence
misnaming their place of abode,

of
they

should also share in the baptism.

Even

until the ceremony was nearly over.
When all were assembled,

a

short

speech was made, explaining the mean¬
ing of and necessity for this ceremony.
A short service was then
reverend

(?)

read

by

a

gentleman, declaring the

building formally baptised as Johnston
Hall in the name of President Reynolds,
Dean Evans, and Janitor Tom Buckley.

Behold, then, on the night of March

The final phase of the proceedings con¬

of

sisted of the baptism, by water in the

room

shape of showers and bath tubs—of the

first in Grub Alley, then in Middle Hunt

erring inhabitants, each man being re¬

and finally in Upper Hunt, evicting the

peatedly reminded that he was now a

sleepy occupants blindfolded and help¬

‘'Johnston

less, and leading them off to a rendez¬

over

vous in Upper Hunt.

behind them many reminders,

21st a silent and determined band
marauders

entering room after

So silently and

Halj-ite”.

the marauders

When

all

was

departed, 'leaving
in

the

smoothly was this proceeding carried out

shape of printed placards, that this

is

that those above had no intimation ot

now and will be forever Johnston Hall.

Third Year Banquet
The Third Year banquet, after sev¬

by President Reynolds, who gave us a

eral postponements was finally held in

brief history of the College for the past

the Cafeteria on March 21.

thirty years

form of a stag party.

It took the

Prof.

G.

H.

acedemic

from the

and social

standpoint

of

development,, and

Unwin acted as toastmaster, and Presi¬

showed us some of the problems

dent Reynolds was our honoured guest.

difficulties which the staff have to face.

The toast to the College was propos¬
ed by Bain Stewart, and responded to

Mr.

O.

McConkey,

the

and

honorary

president of the year, in proposing the

343
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toast to the Year ’26, gave us

some ex¬

cellent advice on some of the practical
aspects of life.

This toast was respond¬

ed to by George Cruickshank, the year
President.

Roy Pugh, last year’s pres¬

ident, and Jim Wharry each made short
speeches.
During the course of

the

evening

‘‘Baldy” Young sang a solo, and we in¬
dulged in some of the good old songs
from sheets which were provided.

Better and Not More Entertainments
“Did

it

go across?” is the question

Memorial Hall, we should not be satis¬

by

fied with anything but the very best in

those in charge of a night’s entertain¬

our musical and dramatic presentations

ment here at the College.

and with the talent which we have our

which is almost invariably

asked

“Did we get away with it?”

seems

to be the most pressing concern of the
majority

of

our producers

who are in charge
ments.

of

What is needed is that the students

and those

who are concerned with any production

entertain¬

aim at the best and determine to “stage”

our

Their main anxiety is to some¬

how pull the threads of the

entertain¬

ment well enough together so that
passes the indulgence of the
without being condemned

best would be of no mean order.

it

audience

an

outright

failure.

nothing but the best.

determined at the very outset,

seem to begin

their

most of

the troubles will be eliminated, for the
responsibility
taken.

will

have

been seriousy

Because the responsibility is tak¬

en seriously lines and

Our producers

If this is firmly

parts

will

be

conscientiously learned and not left in

work with the idea that they will not

a half memorized state until

be able to score a decided success but

night, practices will be worth while be¬

that they must at least prevent

cause the students are willing to forego

failure.

utter

Thus at the very outset

producer is consigning

the

his -entertain¬

joking (and yes, flirting)

the

during

last

re¬

hearsals in order that they may, on the

ment to the mediocre class.

He does

not aim high and fall short.

He aims

This is not a plea that we devote more

at a medium height and scores only a

time to our musical and dramatic pres¬

'fair success.

We cannot deny that our

entertainments are successful,

but

are

they successful enough?

final night, be at their best.

entations, but that we use to better ad¬
vantage the time which we already de¬
vote to them.

With all the musical and

We need not increase the

dramatic

quality of our productions and we have

student

the talent and ability to do it—If this

body and with the splendid opportuni¬

talent is to be used it should be used to

ties for production that we have in the

the fullest extent.

ability which we have in the

_

%

Taxi drivers are rapidly getting to
the point that when they hear a young

It is said a shortage of tin is on the
way.

But we need not be discouraged.

lady in the back seat say “Stop!” they
know that it was not said
benefit.

for

their

They will find a substitute with just
as many rattles.
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Results of Final Examinations
Note—Numbers following* the totals
indicate subject., on which the student
has failed to obtain pass mark..

Failed
Dewe, B. F.

(8.)

Pugh, W. M. (8.)

FIRST YEAR ASSOCIATE

Merry, W. H. (12.)
Sanders, J. (20.)

Year Standing
Arranged in Order of Proficiency
Maximum 3100

List of Subjects
1. English Literature.

1. Banbury, R. C. .2408

2. English Composition.

2. Way, E. L.2375

3. Public Speaking.

3. Shearer, J. C. . .2242

4. Mathematics.

4. Robertson, C. A.2229

5. Hydrostatics.

5. Hill, B. S.2168

6. Soil Physics.

6. Whiteside, G. B.2163

7. Drainage.

7. Aitken, J. A.. . 2154

8. Mechanical Drawing.

8. Bauman, E. . . .2131

9. Farm Mechanics.
10. Chemistry.

9. McKenzie, W.S.2123
10. Hall, G..1988

11. Geologv.

11. Braund, E. G. . .1921 No. 16

12. Botany.

12. Mitchell, A. S..1918 No.

13. Zoology.

8, 14

13. Dench, F. Q. . .1886

14. Horticulture.

14. Sawyer, F. D.. .1871

15. Field Husbandry.

15. Tfiriss, W. E. . . 1794

16. Animal Husbandry (Wr.)

16. Peel, W. H.

..1772 No. 14, 23

17. Animal Husbandry (Pr.)

17. Dvke, S. G.

..1740 No.

18. Dairying.

«

5

18. Hassan, G.1720

19. Poultry.

19. Penney, D. B..1720 No. 14, 16, 24

20. Agriculture.

20. Grigg, C.1710 No. 14

21. Veterinary Anatomv.

21. Thicke, S. R,. .1607 No. 14, 16

22. Veterinary Materia Medica.

22. McConnell, PI.. 1587 No.

2, 14, 18

23. Agr. Economics.

23. Hillary, W. Y..1567 No.

8, 11, 16

24. Rural Sociology.

24. Cameron, S. C. .1557 No.

2,

8

25. Milburn, J. A. .1538 No.

4,

5, 24

26. Garland, W. A..1520 No. 10, 14
27. Dyke, J. A.

..1419 No.

First Year Degree—Year Standing
Arranged in Order of Proficiency

9, 16, 23
Maximum 2500

Aegrotat Standing
1. Ferguson, G. J.. 1882
Henry, G. W.
Hunter, C. L. F. (Spring.)
Woods, R. M.
Carter, A. W. (Xmas.)

2. Comfort, M. M.1823
3. Lynskv, M. . . . 1771
4. Scollie, H. M..1732 No. 16

Christie, C. E. (Xmas.)

5. Watson, W.. P..1698

Roderick, T. H. (Xmas.)

6. Foster, B. B. . .1643
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Beck, E. C,. . . .1632
2. Thompson,R.W.2526
Renouf, E.1618
3. Hodgins, C. L..2335
4. Trenouth, E. M.2317
Partridge, H. P.1600
Tillman, H. G..1590 No. 12
5. Garrity, J. H.. . 2303
6. Bartlett, A. ...2270
Macdiarmid, H.1556 No. 8, 12, 13
7. Toole, C. E. . .2270
(Term Work)
8. Harrison, N. W.2255
Robinson, W. R.1480
9. Tolton, W. I).. .2253
Gamble, J. R.. .1472 No. 4, 12
/ 10. Turner, IT. T.. .2191
Moore, P. M...1468 No. 14, 16
11. Jackson, N. ...2189
Emslie, A. R. G.1439 No. 16
12. Whiteside,H.W.2162
Watson, J. N.. .1414
M3. Blewitt, B. ...2142
Cowan, E. C. . .1339 No. 4
14. Hamilton, R. H.2148 No.
Wright, E. G..1280 No. 4, 8
Dempsey, D. A.1274 No. 1, 4, 10, 13 15. Agar, W. J. . . 1994
16. Becking, H. T..1945 No.
Aegrotat Standing
v/17. Misener, C. E. .1918 No.

Boyce, H. R.
Johnston, H.
McCague, G.
Collins, G. P.

(Spring.)
J.
A.
(Xmas.)
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8
4
8

Aegrotat Standing
Nolte, G. D. (Xmas.)
Scott, W. A. (Spring.)
Webster, F. G. (Spring.)

List of Subjects
Below 60% in English
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

English Literature.
Public Speaking.
English Composition.
Heat.
Electricity..
Bacteriology.
Mechanics.
Mechanical Drawing.
Farm Mechanics.
Chemistry.
Geology.
Botany. .
Zoology.
Horticulture..
Field Husbandry.
Animal Husbandry.
Dairying.
Poultry..

19. Apiculture.
20. Agr. Economics.

Second Year Associate—Year Standing
Maximum 3500
1. Patterson, A. H.2740

Agar, W. J.58.2%
Bartlett, A.54%
Becking, II. T.. . 55.6%
Hamilton, R.H.52.2%
Nolte, G.55.5%
Webster, F. G.52.4%
List of Subjects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

English Literature..
English Composition.
Public Speaking.
Economics. .
Thesis.
Surveying and Drainage.
Agr. Engineering.
Electricity.
Farm Mechanics. .
Mechanical Drawing.
Soil Chemistry.
Animal Nutrition.
Bacteriology.
Entomology.
Horticulture.
Botany (Economic.)
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17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Plant Physiology.
Field Husbandry.
Animal Husbandry (Wr.)
Animal Husbandry (pr.)
Breeding and Marketing
Feeding and Management.
Dairying.
Poultry.
Veterinary Obstetrics.
Veterinary Pathology.
Agr. Economics.

Second Year Degree—Year Standing
Maximum 3000
1. Stevens, A. H.. .2464
2. Baker, J. L. . .2145
3. Hietanen, L. A..2109
4. Hart, G. M. ... 2086
5. Grisdale, J. H. .2068
5. Williams, Miss
H. B.2068
7. Hart, W. M...2059
8. Blair, B. D. . . 1889
9. Ridley, J. E.. .1869
10. Blaney, J. E.. .1855
11. Silcox, L. M...1850
12. Paradis, R. ...1801
13. Bray, F.1774
14. Dies, A. S.1716
15. Deakin, A. ...1744
16. Bamforth, H. L.1480

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

19
2,
19,
19,
19
19
7,
12

23
20
20

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

tj

Bamforth, Blair,
James, Mackinney.

Dies,

20

Arranged in Order of Proficiency
Maximum 100 %
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.

Garrard, E. H.75.1
Goring, E. T.73.3
Andrew, D. A.65.6
Wilkes, E.64.5
Copeland, F. H.59.3
Graham, T. 0.58.8
Morrison, J. S...57.0
Thompson, R.56.8
Donald, A.53.1
Whiteside, G. A.51.5

List of Subjects
1. English Literature.
2. Composition.

Grisdale,

Intermediate Year—Year Standing

Miss F. Howard (21 subjects) . . 79.4%
T. H. James (14 subjects).. .. 75%
Mrs. L. M. Singleton (13 sub.). . 84.7%
G. Mackinney (6 subjects).. ..64.6%

Wilson, J. E.
Young, L. C.

*/

Conditioned on Collections

Partial Standing

Aegrotat Standing

Public Speaking.
Genetics.
Thesis.
Hydrostatics.
Mathematics.
Soil Physics.
Farm Mechanics.
Organic Chemistry.
Qual. Chemistry.
Quant. Chemistry.
Systematic Entomology.
Economic Entomology.
Horticulture.
Systematic Botany.
Economic Botany.
Light.
Animal Husbandry (Wr.)
Animal Husbandry (Pr.)
Bacteriology. .
Dairying.
Poultry.
Apiculture.
Animal Physiology..
Field Husbandry. .

Failed
Macdonald (6).
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Conditioned on Insect Collections
Clark, T. B.
Copeland, F. H.

Aegrotat Standing
Clark, T. B. (Spring.)
Morwick, F. F. (4 subjects, Xmas.)
Bunions, A. D. (Spring.)
Thompson, G. E. (Spring)
List of Subjects
1. English Literature.
2. English Composition.
3. Mathematics.
4. Mechanics.
5. Heat.
8. Electricity.
7. Hydrostatics.
8. Soil Physics.
9. Qualitative Chemistry.
10. Organic Chemistry.
11. Qualitative Chemistry.
12. Systematic Entomology.
13. Botany.
14. Genetics.
15. History.
16. Bacteriology.
17. French.
18. Light.
*/

Third Year—Year Standing
Arranged in Order of Proficiency

9. Cruikshank, G. Y.v. 72.9
10. Kemp, W. L.72
11. Baird, F. F.70.6
12. Hawkins, R. T.69.8
13. Pugh, R.. . M.69.6
14. Richardson, F.68.9
15. Miller, H. E.68.7
16. Morton, M. J.68.59
17. Hannarn, H. H.. . 68.52
18. Wharry, J. G.68.4
19. Le Maistre, W. G.68.3
20. Simpson, J.68.09
21. McGugan, A.68.05
22. Webb, E. G.67.6
23. Colbert, A. H. 0.63.6
23. Elton V. T... . 66.6
25. Medd, A. B.66.3
26. Cox, J. A.65.3
27. Schenek. L. M.63.4
28. MacArthur,.63.3
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Snyder, R. G. . . 61.5
Stewart, F. K. B.61.4
Rintoul. A. T.’. . . 61.2
Kennedy, A. H.61.
Roxburgh, J. M.60.7
Reid, C. G. L.60.5
Whitmore, J.E.60.4
MacLeod, H. S.59.3
Banks, A. B.58.8
Lang, J. M. S.56.0
Miller, W. C.55.8

Conditions
Biochemistry—
«j

Maximum 100%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Walley, G.S.83.5
Lemieux, 0.\ .. 78.8
Reynolds, W. B. . . . . . . . . 77.7
Mackinney, G.76.8
Knox, H. A.75.2
Young, W. A.74.8
Fisher, W. C.73.3
MeEwan, .J. W. G.73.2

Elton, V. T.32%
Hiller, W. ,C.30%
MacLeod, H. S.37%
Agricultural Economics—
Whitmore, J.'E.35%
Pol. Economv—
«/

Schenck, L. M.23%
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BASEBALL CHAMPIONS NIPPED
IN THE BUD.

our score had risen to seventeen runs,
a nine run rally.

It was a pretty rally

and proved the undoing of the Toronto
Little or nothing

was

this year's baseball team,

heard

about

except

crew.

that

The ninth inning rally instigated by

there had been a number of men turn¬

the visitors threw a scare into the home

ing out for practice, and it must be ad¬

team supporters, but Owens and Thomp¬

mitted that with the loss of several good

son were masters of the situation, and

men from last year’s team, we did not

Owens fanned two men,

believe our chances against the

ners Stranded on the bases.

crack

leaving

run¬

Toronto teams would be very good, but

For the home team the heavy hitting

as usual, you never know until the game

by Blaney and Porter was great, while

is over who has won

Bill Watson’s slugging was about

In

the

warming

up

practices

the

best seen here for some time.

the

McVicar

Junior Dents looked like a formidable

and Steen were about the choice of the

bunch, but our

Dent’s team.

own

team

slouches when it came their

were

no

turn

to

The

return

game

played

in

display their wares, and before the game

Hart House gymnasium was

commenced the large number of

bigger surprise than the home game.

fans

the

even

a
In

figured we would have an even chance,

the bigger gymnasium and with Toronto

and we did.

umpires we figured

our

boys

would

in

have a pretty tough proposition on their

baseball is a great thing, and our team

hands, and to be candid, few of the sup¬

Getting off to a good beginning
surely did.

Five

runs was what they put

porters expected to hear of a win.

two.

But the team fooled ’em all and won

The dentists seemed to gain confidence

by seven to five, and thereby eliminat¬

as time went on and by the seventh in¬

ing the illustrious Dents

ning they were leading nine to eight.

themselves fit contenders for the finals.

across while the

visitors

scored

Talk about believing in the

seventh

and

proving

But sad to relate, the finals were never

inning being lucky, well we do now. Ev¬

reached.

ery man on the team had his turn at

glory when a^ number of men contracted

the plate and some men were up twice.

the mumps and put a stop

Hit after hit was slammed out and all

games.

healthy bingles at

boys as we honestly believe that

that.

A

number

Our chances were all sent to
to

future

It came as a heavy blow to our
the

went for two bases, and on one occasion,

honors would have come to us from the

with three on bases, which

way the team was playing.

of

course

meant three runs.

This year’s team was composed of:

When the smoke had lifted after that

R. L. Demaray (capt.) ’25; Dave Ow¬

rampage the score-board announced that

ens ’25; A. Graham Kirstine ’25; E. H.
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Aearherbell ’25; George Thompson ’26;
Bruce Medd ’26; A. Cox

’26;

Porter ’27; J. E.

’27

Blaney

H.

E.

“Pat”

>
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52 yard breast stroke—1, A. B. Pen¬
ny, '28; 2, E. Gerrard ’26; 3, V. Elton
'26, time 43 4-5 sec.
Fancy diving contest—1, Roy

Scollie ’28; "Bill” Watson ’28.

Pugh

’26; 2, Gully, O.V.C.; 3, Muir O.V.C.
104 yards speed swimming—1, W. G.
Le Maistre ’26 ; 2, Ken Ross, O. V. C.;
This year’s swimming meet was one of

3, V. Elton, ’26; time 1:24 2-5.

the most successful held in recenUyears.
There was a large number entered
every event, and

each

year

worked hard to win points.

in

certainly

52 yards back swim—1, R. Pugh, ’26;
2. J. Guisdale ’27; 3, Ken Ross, O. V.
C.; time 46 2-5.

The race

for the championship simmered

down

to the O.Y.C., Year ’26 and ’27, and only
by scratching up a novice relay team at

Long plunge—1, Ken Ross, O. V. C.;
2,

Christie,

’28;

3,

J.

Grisdale

’27;

plunge 39 feet 3 inches.
208 yard speed swim—1, W. G. Le

the last minute was Year ’26 successful

Maistre, ’26; 2, Ken

in gaining enough points to nose

3, V. Elton; time 3 min., 24 2-5 sec.

the

Vets out of first-place honors.

35 yards for beginners—E. C. Cowan,

One record was sent to the wall when
E. Peck, of

the

Veterinary

Ross, O. V. C.;

'28; time 29 1-5 sec.

Only one entry.

College,

52 yards novice—1. E. Renouf, '28;

swam four lengths of the tank under¬

2, E. M. Trenouth, ’27; 3, J. J. Lavis

water, a distance of 208 feet, leaving E.

’27; time : 48 3-5 sec.

R. L. Davis’ ’21 record some thirty-six
feet in the rear.

It certainly was

a

great swim, and it looks like a record
that is likely to stand for some time.

Lender water swim—1, E. Peck, O.V.
C.; 2, H. Gully, O. V. C.; 3,
Christie, ’28; distance, 208 ft.
Inter-Year novice

C.

E.

Record.

relay—1st

Year,

The meet was won by the Third Year

’26; (Team: J. Wharry, H. Macdonald,

(’26), with 56 points, the Ontario Vet¬

T. Clark, L. Schenck) ; 2. O. V. C.; 3,

erinary College were second with

Year ’27; time, 2:10 2-5.

points, the Second

Year

(’27)

51
was

third and First Year (’28) fourth.

(team: R. Pugh, W. G. Le Maistre, T.
Graham, W. C. Millar) ; 2, O. A”. C.; 3,

The events:
Life Saving or Rescue contest—1. H.
L. Bamforth ’27, 2.

J.

Webster

One mile swim—1, Ken Ross, O.Y.
Elton

’26;

3,

W.

G.

Le

Maistre ’26.
Half mile swim—1, Ken Ross, O.V.
C.; 2, W. G. Le Maistre ’26; 3, V. Elton
’26.
Quarter mile swim—1,

For the benefit of our readers who
have been away from college for some
time and do not remember the records
as they stand, the records as given in
the Students’ Council hand-book are:
O.A.C. AQUATIC RECORDS

W.

G.

Le

Maistre ’26; 2, Ken Ross, O.V.C.; 3, A7.
52 yard swim—I, Roy Pugh ’26; 2,
Ken Ross> 3, W. G. Le Maistre

Events.

Records.

1— 52 Yards Swim . .

Elton ’26.

time 36 sec.

Year ’27; time 1 :41 2-5.

’25,

3—G. S. Muir, O.Y.C., time 32 2-5.
C.; 2, V.

Senior Inter-Year relay—1, Year ’26

’26,

. .

30 seconds

E, L. DAVIES, ’13.
2— 104 Yards Swim . . 1 min. 6 3—5 sec.
E. L. DAVIES, ’13.
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3—208 Yards Swim . .2 min. 16 sec*.

and the high class running

A. FITZPATRICK- ’17.
-1—52 Yards Swim (Novice) .36 4-5 sec
5— 35 Yards Swim (Beginners)
. .

Frank

Carson, ’23, and Frank Moran, ’24, is
ner.

. .

*.25 sec.
E. LORD, ’16.

The

soccer tfeam

credit three

have

consecutive

to

their

victories,

and

the chances look good for another one

6— 52 Yards Back Swim..38 3-5 sec.

next

fall.

This

team won for

E. L. DAVIES, ’13.
7— Long Plunge.52 ft.
E. R.

of

being perpetuated in a creditable man¬

W. W. LAIDLAW, 24.
. .

this win a new record was established,

7 in.

years

spring the
the

basketball

first time

the intermediate

in nine

Inter-Collegiate

basketball championship, and our hoc¬

SHEPPARD, ’22.

8— Novices’ Year Relay... lm. 37^s.

key team carried off the honors of the
City League, and perhaps we are^ safe

CLASS 1923.
9— Senior Year Relay.. 1 min. 28 sec.

in saying that if the mump
had not interfered,

YEAR 1913.
*10—Under Water Swim.. 172 ft. 1 in.

our

epidemic

baseball

team

would have won another championship.

E. R. L. DAVIS, ’21.
11— Rescue Contest.31 3-5 sec.
12— 52 Yards Breast

. .

. .

. .41

sec.

INDOOR

T. J. WOODS, ’23.
S. E. A. McCALLAN, ’23.
14— 880 Yards Swim. .14m., 26 2-5 sec.
S. E. A. McCALLAN, ’23.
..30m. 10 2-5 sec.

S. E. A. McCALLAN, ’23.
*New

record

established

SHATTERS

AN¬

OTHER RECORD

13— 440 Yards Swim ..7 min. 3-5 sec.

15— 1 Mile Swim..

MEET

this

year,

distance 208 feet, by E. Peck, of the
Ontario Veterinary College.

For the third time in succession year
'26, the juniors, carried off the honors at
the annual indoor meet, with a total of
71 points, while their nearest competi¬
tors, year ’28, were far behind with 38
points.
Roy Pugh, ’26, who on a previous oc¬
casion broke the record for the running
high jump, broke his own

Y\ . G. Le Maistre was declared grand

record

by

jumping 5 feet 64£ inches, beating his

champion of the swimming meet, hav¬

old record by

ing a total of 20 points.

Ken Ross, of

Thompson, last fall’s outdoor champion,

the O. V. C., had a total of 28 points,

equalled one record and came within an

but the ruling of the Athletic Associa¬

ace of equalling two more.

These were

tion,

the outstanding results of

the

allows

a man

to

be

champion

only once, , so the Year’s honors went

%

of an inch.

George

highly

successful meet.
Because he has been indoor champion

to W. G. Le Maistre.

R. Pugh was not eligible for the honors
A

BRIEF

this year, although he had 36 points to

REVIEW.

his credit.

George Thompson had the

On looking back over the athletic pro¬

next largest number of points, having

gramme we conclude that this year has

18, but because the potato races were not

been one of the most satisfactory with-

considered in the same light as other

in recent years.

events, D. Wright, ’28, with 17 points,

J

pionships
team

were

for the

Last

fall two cham¬

won.

The

Harriers

fourth consecutive year

won the Brotherton Cup.

By virtue of

was declared grand champion.
The Events—
Running High Dive—1 S. R. Thicke,
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'28; 28; F. O. Lewis, ’26; 3 A. Pridham,
’25. Height 5 ft. 1 54 inches.
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Relay-Race—lst> Year ’26; 2nd, Year
’25.* 3rd, Year ’28.

Standing Broad Jump—1 D. Wright,
’28; 2 R. Pugh, ’26; 3 A. Jamieson, ’28.
Chinning the Bar—1 W. G. Le Mais-

Score of points by Years—Third Year

(f£6)

71 points

tre, ’26; 2 R. Hurtubise, ’25; 3 M. Hart,

First Year

’27; 21 times.

Fourth Year (’25).22 points

Standing High

Jump—1

R.

Pugh,

’26; 2 D. Wright, ’28; 3 J. W. G. Me-'
Ewan, ’26; height 4 feet 4% inches.

(’28).38 points

Second Year

(’27).15 points

O. V. C.1 point
Events.

Records.

Standing Hop, Step and Jump—1 R.
Pugh 26 2 A. Jamieson, ’28; 3 D. Win¬
’

R. F. WAUGH, ’22.

chester, ’27; distance 26 feet.
15 Yard Dash—1 G. Thompson, ’26;
J. Webster, ’25; J. Aitkens,
- 254 sec.

’28;

1— Pole Vault.9 ft. 854 in
2— Rope Vault.12 ft. 54 in.
J. H. FAY, ’12.

time

3— Fence Vault..

Putting the Shot—1 Lang, ’28; 2 G.
Thompson, ’26; 3 A. Jamieson; distance
37 feet, 1154 inches.

R. PUGH, ’26.
4— Standing Broad Jump . . 10 ft. 2 in.
J. C. POPE, ’14.
5— Standing Hop, Step and Jump

60 Yard Potato Race—1 Geo. Thomp¬
’26. Time 14 2-5 seconds.
Record.)

J. C. POPE, ’14.

(Equalled

'

W. James, ’27 ;3 O. Lewis, ’26.

Time

11 sec.
Jump—1

Pugh, ’26;

2 D. Wright, ’28; 3 J. W. G. McEwan,
’26. Height 5 feet 6% inches.
record.
Fence Vault—1
’25;

3

New

J. C. POPE, ’14.
7— Standing High Jump . .4 ft. 754 in.

Pugh, ’26; 2 G. T.
D.

Winchester,

’27.

son, ’26; 2 A. Pridham. ’25; 3 W. Lewis.
Time 2 min. 10

1-5

secs.

Re-

-cord 2 min. 10 secs.
Broad

Jump — 1, Pugh,

Jump 9 ft. 5 in.

S. Mitchell, ’28;* 3 J.
Vault 9 ft. 854 inches.

Marritt,

’25.

Height 8 ft. 5 in.

1C—Hitch-and-Kick

. .

. .8 ft. 954

in.

O. C. EVANS. ’17.
R. D. ALLAN, ’19.
12— Running High Dive . . . .5 ft. 7 in.
G. F. HINRICHS, ’23

W.

O. RIPLEY, ’22.
14— 6o Yards Potato Race . .14 2-5 sec.
15— 440 Yards Potato Race. .2 m. 10s.
E. C. STILLWELL, ’19.
16— Rope Climb.9 3-5 seconds

Hitch and Kick—1 Pugh, ’26; 2 D.
J.

9— Putting Shot.39 ft. 11 in.

D. F. ADAMS’ ’23.

Rope Vault—1 J. E. Blaney. ’27; 2

3

R. PUGH, ’26.

13— Chinning Bar.36 times

’26; 2 D. Wright, ’28; 3 A. Jamieson,

’28;

. .5 ft. 5 in.

11— 15 Yards Dash.2 seconds

440 Yard Potato Race—1 G. Thomp¬

Standing

8— Running High Jump

N. BLACK, ’12.

Vault 6 feet 1 inch.

Wright,

Standing Jumps.

J. C. POPE, ’14.

Running High

’28.

6— Three

.30 ft. 1054 in.

Rope Climb—1 G. T. Jackson, ’25» 2

’27.

. .

.29 ft. 8 in.

son, ’26; 2 W. James, ’27; 3 B. Medd,

Jackson,

. .6 ft. 9 in.

G.

McEwan.

O. RIPLEY> ’22.
17— Inter-Year Relay ..1 m. 11 2-5 sec.
CLASS 1918, 8 LAPS.
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Chemistry and Its Relation to the Home
By L. Elmo Gilmore
I used to think theology was rather hard on doubt,
But Chemistry with ions, beats theology all out.”
f

,kRollo and His Uncle in Chemistry

S

UPPOSE we consider

some

more

scales, slimes, etc.

The various trade

common ordinary everyday prac¬

names given to the

tices which, occur in the home.

It

agents are confusing, to say the least,

is always better to choose to talk about

although the essential constituents are

something

the same.

know.

of

which

people

already

This bit of philosophy may have

a psychological bearing, in accordance
with the old story: 4‘Tell

cleansing

For instance, the common

substances employed are :—
(1)

Hard and Soft Soap—Hard soap

public

is chemically an organic salt formed by

something they already know and you

the action of sodium hyroxide on the

are acclaimed a great orator.

acid constituents of fats, viz., a hard

them

s-omething

about

the

many

BUT. tell

which

they

soap is a Sodium Salt of a fatty acid.

know nothing and they call you a-

Likewise, a soft soap is the Potassium

- (crazy fool). ”

Salt of a fatty acid.

Undoubtedly the subject matter of

(2)

Washing

Soda

^
Mixtures

are

this article is a practice about which

essentially Sodium Carbonate (Xa2C03)

the ladies are better acquainted than I

and Sodium Hydroxide, NaOH.

am, myself.

Nevertheless, it will serve

(3)

Abrasives — Cleaning

Powder

as an example to show how chemistry

Mixtures of finely ground Sand (SiCL),

has invaded the household quite un¬

Chalk (CaCo3), and Washing Powder?

awares to the

housekeeper,

institu¬

(4)

Lye

(Strong

Caustic Soda. or

tional managers and dietitians, etc.

Cleaning Porcelain-ware, Enamel-ware,
Granite-ware and Agate-ware

AlkaP)—Crude

Sodium

Hydroxide,

(NaOH). (5)

Spirits cf Salt (Strong Acid) —

Commercially known as Muriatic Acid

Everyone is familiar with the scale,

or Hydrochloric Acid. HCL (dissolves

slime, grease and other organic and in¬

the common metals forming chlorides

organic matters which cling to vessels

of which all are soluble in water ex¬

of porcelain and enamel-ware, etc.

cept Silver, Lead and Mercurous.

It

is the inevitable result of all cooking
and washing processes.
to-day

Many things

are used for removing these

(6)

Chloride of Lime or Bleaching

Powder.—-(Incorrectly called Chloride
of Lime.)

The nearest approach to the
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Removal of Grease

exact formula is that of a double Salt of
Calcium Chloride and Calcium Hypo¬
chlorite CaCl2, Ca(0Cl)2 or 2 CaCl.OCl.

Precautions in using Strong Acids,
Strong Alkalis and Organic Solvents
It is emphasized—that great pre¬

Coal oil, carbon tetrachloride, gaso¬
line, turpentine, etc., are common grease
removers.

Some or all of these agents

are present in almost every household.
A cloth soaked with coal oil can be
used to rub off the grease.

For bad

caution must be exercised in the use

cases turpentine is most effective. Coal

of Spirits of Salt and Lye, for cleaning

oil is the cheapest.

bath tubs, wash basins and sinks.

mable, Carbon

In

Being non-inflam¬

tetrachloride

is

the

this regard it might ‘well be said that

safest, while coal oil, gasoline and tur¬

‘“A little

knowledge .is a dangerous

pentine are not only volatile and un¬

The use of these would prove

pleasant to smell, but also dangerously

“false economy” unless the cleansing

inflammable. Of course coal oil, gasoline

is followed by plenty of water—to di¬

and turpentine must be safely stored in

lute the strong acid or alkali, and fin¬

a cool place, away from heat or fire. An

ally rinsed thoroughly,

the

Additional precaution is emphasezed in

acid destroys the iron pipes, and the

the disposal of the rags employed in this

lye destroys the porcelain.

connection.

thing.”

because

Needless to say, also, coal oil, gaso¬

A galvanized garbage can

is the best place.

Keep

such

cloths

line, turpentine and other inflammable

away from heat and radiators.

organic solvents must be stored in a

washing soda, lye, finely ground sand,

safe, cool place.

and

Oily cloths, or rags

other abrasives,

such

Soaps,

as

“Old

must be

Dutch” and Pan Shine, are also used.

carefully disposed of in a garbage can,

A soap or a washing soda solution often

or kept in a cool place away from fire

acts as rinsing agents after coal oil

or intense heat.

or abrasives have removed the grease.

soaked with these

solvents,

Strong lve solution should be handled
cautiously with rubber gloves, on ac¬

Removal of Scale

count of its caustic nature to the skin
A slimy scale usually occurs when
soaps

or washing mixtures,

contact with hard water
wash tubs and sinks.

in

come in¬
basins,

If cleaned regu¬

and

organic fibre.

In

bad

cases, a

strong solution of lye will loosen the
thickest of greasy, organic films, which
may be removed quite easily by a wire

larly abrasives are the safest agents

brush.

among which are finely ground sand

ly rinsed with plenty of water, to pre¬

or limestone,

vent the lye from destroying the porce¬

Pan Shine, etc.

old Dutch cleanser
i

or

In extremely bad cases

The vessel should be thorough¬

lain-ware, etc.

for a “quick job,” strong hydrochloric
acid is best.

It may be

applied

by

moistening a small cloth with the acid
and lightly running over the scaly part.

Removal of Organic Discoloration
Bleaching Powder is the agent

of

In a moment or two, when the scale is

general use.

Sprinkle some powder in

removed, plenty of water should be

the vessel filled with water above the

used to dilute the acid, while the vessel,

discoloration mark.

and outlet pipes should be rinsed thor¬

for an hour,

oughly.

satisfactory the practice should be re-

Allow it to stand

more or less.

If

not
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pea ted,

using

a

larger

bleaching powder.

quantity

of

etc., have a greater degree of hardness

A stiff brush will

than the scale and hence with pressure

finish the necessary cleaning.

are instrumental in removing the scale.

In all cases above where abrasives

Hydrochloric acid,

of

course, simply

are employed ‘/elbow grease'’ is neces¬

dissolves the calcium and other mineral

sary.

The tendency* is

to

avoid

as

matter and must, be followed by rinsing:

much laborious rubbing as possible.

It

with plenty of water, or it will also

will, therefore, be noticed where chemi¬
cal solvents or oxidizing

agents

dissolve the iron in the outlet pipes.

are

used, less labour is necessary and better
results are achieved.

Removal of Grease.
■Coal oil, carbon

tetrachloride,

etc.,

The following chemical and physcal

are merely solvents for grease, fats and

explanations are given for the house¬

oils, and remove the grease by simply

hold science student and

dissolving it.

others

who

The reaction is one of

complete miscibility, which, of course,

may be interested:

is not the case with water and grease.
CHEMICAL EXPLANATIONS

Washing soda and lye actually react
with greases to form soaps.

Removal of Slimy Scale.

Soap alone

aids by loosening the grease.
The reason is as follows:

The use of the abrasives

The action of heat, washing soda and

is

purely

physical.

soaps precipitates the mineral matter
from solutions of hard water, forming

Removal of Organic Discoloration.

insoluble carbonates in the first two

The reaction of bleaching powder is

cases, and insoluble soaps of calcium or

simply as the

magnesium in the

bleaching.

last

case.

The

The

name

refers—one

of

bleaching process it¬

slimy scales which form are therefore

self is due to the presence of calcium

chiefly insoluble compounds of calcium

hypochlorite, which is

or

agent,

magnesium.

These

slimy

scales

apparently

an

oxidizing

releasing

oxygen

harden on standing and clings with

which oxidizes the discoloration matter

great tenacity. The abrasives of sand.

to a colorless compound.

The Curse of the Comics
Off hand, who do you suppose is the

MacKenzie King?

best known man on the North Ameri¬

Pouff!

can Continent?

The Prince of Wales?

Of all the statesmen, politicians, sol¬

His name is but local.

No, not even the Prince of Wales.

If

diers, churchmen, or kings of finance

he were to return unheralded to Canada,

you can think of, who would secure

or the United States to-morrow, is is a

almost instantaneous

safe bet that he

recognition any¬

where from Hudson Bay

to

the

Rio

parade

Fifth

Avenue, or the corresponding thorough¬
fare in any
«/ Canadian city
«/ for hours.
with only the off chance of being recog¬

Grande?
Coolidge?
Pshaw!

could

Nine tenths of the millions

who voted for him in November would

nized.
Whose fame,"then, is such as to ex¬

not recognize him if they met him on

ceed that of the heir to

the

British

the street.

throne, that of the President of the

THE O. A. C. REVIEW
United States and that of the Right
Hon. the Prime Minister of Canada?
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If the high-brows dislike Jiggs, how¬
ever, the force of their displeasure is

Very deferentially I would submit to

as nothing compared to the vindictive

you the opinion that there is such a

hatred which they lavish on those lov¬

person (on paper) and that his name,

able little characters, known to comic

tout court, is—Jiggs.

supplement readers for a score of years

At

first

glance

this

may

seem

a

as the Katzenjammer Kids.

One dear

somewhat startling statement to make,

old scholar—a mild,

but I challenge anyone to contradict

whom I mentioned the “Kids” with a

it.

view to obtaining his point of view for

If you have a rival for Jiggs in

gentle

mind, trot him out and let us have a

this article, spoke somewhat

look at him.

lows :

Incidentally, I don't bar

from this contest Mutt,

Jeff,

Barney

soul—to

as

fol¬

“I am glad I am not the author, or

Google, or Happy Hooligan, who prob¬

artist,

ably run second, third, fourth and fifth,

though I am afraid"—here the old gen¬

though not necessarily in

tleman grew a little wistful—‘that I

the

order

named.

of

the

Katzenbubbler

Twins,

envy him the financial gains with which

Soldier,

sailor,

tinker,

tailor,

rich

his grotesque efforts have undoubtedly

man, poor man, beggar man, thief—

been rewarded.

bring out any or all of these you please,

his shoes for all the gold

add ATalentino to the multitude, and I

Fancy living with the Katzenjakers for

still maintain that in a “recognition

over two decades—eating with

and popularity” contest

would

walking with them in God’s sunshine¬

secure more votes than any of them

thinking of them at all hours and, to a

and probably more than the whole lot

certainty, dreaming of them at night.

put together.

Poor man !

Jiggs

But I would not be in

Poor man !

of

Midas.
them,

He must long

You know

with a pitiful longing for that attribute

him, I know him and the chances are

of the beasts of the field which permits

that the first person your eye lights

them to eat and thus

on after you read these lines knows

young.’'

Everyone knows Jiggs.

him too.

And what's more most peo¬

with

their

whom I dis¬

cussed the subject was a girl of about

ple like him.
A certain number of highbrows deny
any interest

The next person

destroy

in

Jiggs,

his

charming

spouse and his exceedingly low-brow

28—very popular, very

happily

mar¬

ried and with two or three growing
children.

friends, but they contradict themselves

“The comic papers,” said she, “and

by the very vehemence of their denials.

their little cousins the comic “strips"

Jiggs might not secure their votes in

are one of the forces with which the

a contest that was based on “popu¬

mother who desires to bring up her

larity”

children with

only, but when one includes

“recognition” they cannot produce a
competitor whom they would be will¬

something

approaching

decent manners has to contend.
“Take my own case, which is typical

ing to back for money, even if the odds

of thousands.

How can I let my chil¬

were as high as a hundred to one.

It

dren have the Katzenjammers, or some

may be a matter for regret, that this

of their kind, on Saturday night and

situation exists but who will deny that

then punish them for insufferable smart

it does?

alec behaviour on Sunday morning.

It

I
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isn't fair, but what can I do?

If they

pidity by those of Boob McNutt, while

don't see the “funnies” at home they

Barney Google kicks and then kisses, or

can see them at the homes

their

kisses and then kicks, his race horse

friends.

To my mind the comics are a

“ Spark Plug” ninety-five out of every

positive

curse,

hundred times he makes his bow.

of

though"—she

smiled

guiltilv—“I usually take a swift look

Why, then, is this trash popular? The

at them myself and so, I know, does my

question is a fair

husband.

All the same, if you want to

shrewd suspicion that anyone who can

organize a league to have them banned,

reallv
«/ answer it could satisfactorily
*'
solve the riddle of the sphinx.

I'll sign right on the dotted line and
I’ll stick to my promises too.”

one,

but I have a

Personally I think the

comic

sun-

1 hurriedly assured this ladv that I

plements are common, vulgar- ill-bred,

was not organizing any league, or cam¬

tawdy. cheap and stupid, but I seldom

paign, but had merely brought up the

fail to give them a glance and—yes, I

subject because it interested

might as well admit it,—I sueakingly

me

on

psychological grounds.

enjoy them.

When you come to think of it the
“funnies” are seldom

one wonders if the day will ever come

rarely

when these blemishes will be removed

monotonous.

from the pages of our daily am I weekly

Over and again Maggie hits Jiggs with

papers, or. as we might put it, if the

a rolling pin ; the Katzenjammers squirt

time wll ever come when

original and

funny,

Under such circumstar ces

frequently

water on somebody or dump someone
into water, every second time they ap¬
pear;

Happy

Hooligan's

impossible

The Katzens cease from jammering
And Maggie Jiggs no more.

adventures are onlv exceeded in stu-

—The Listening Post

A careful driver is one who can wear

The Ladies' Home Journal is urging

out a car without the assistance of a

us to try
*/ new food combinations in
articles called “Audacious Cookery.”

«/

locomotive.

Mac. Girls have always been noted for
their originalitv in this line and the
Consolidated Child (holding cup —

latest and most daring experiment was

Miss Nixon, will you wash my mug?

carried on by Glad, who fed her family

N.—“Of course not.

Your face is

a cake colored a beautiful purple bv
the addition of a small

clean!”

quantity

of

house paint.

Mixed Dates.
“Do you love me. darling?”
“Of course I do, Herbert.”
Herbert—;' My name's Arthur !" ’
Why so it is !

“I keep thinking that

to-dav is Mondavi”
t/

*/

Helen—“How did you get that iron
rust stain on your stocking?"
Doris—•“Don't know. I haven't iron¬
ed them since I got them.'’

THE O. A. C. REVIEW
Two young ladies were changing a
tire on a car.

Don't get excited please.

It was during the holidays.

The spare
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The Age of Specialisation.
A says, if him you chance to question,
His ailment is a head congestion,

was rather hard to manage and during

And B., whose nose a woeful sight is,

a rest Helen said: “I bet

Has fallen victim for rhinitis;

that

tire

weighs 75 lbs.’’
“Why,
that.

it

must

While C. and D. confide in you
weigh more than

The air alone is 75.'7

They're sufferers from Spanish flu;
Catarrh on E. has taken hold—
But no one has an old time cold.
And isn't it sad that we simply have to

First Freshman in

Math.

Exam.—

call mumps—mumps.

“How far are you from the correct an¬
swer ? *’

Of course we liked the extra holiday,

Second Freshman in Math.. Exam.—
“Two seats.”

but it was hard to have our young ro- mances nipped in the bud.

TAKING LESSONS

Guelph Chinamen Find it Expedient to Attend a Boot Dodging School Before
Coming to the 0. A. C.

Johnston Hall
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T

Old Residence Re-Named Johnston Hall
HE familiar building known und¬

record of his heroic labor—for it was

er various names such as the “Old

heroic—is found only in the musty re¬

Residence”,

ports of half a century ago, but no one

‘‘Administration

“Main Building” or
Building”

has

been

who has the interest of

education

at

given a worthy name—Johnston Hall—

heart can read these reports without a

in memory of one of the early Presid¬

certain emotion.”
The omission which

ents of the College.
In his admirable history of the Agri¬
cultural College, published last year in
connection with the semi-centennial of
the institution, Dr. Stevenson

pointed

out that:

Stevenson

thus referred to has at length been met.
At a meeting of the college faculty a
few days ago a motion was unanimous¬
ly carried to the effect that the main
building shall hereafter be
‘‘Johnston Hall.”

“Mr. Johnston held the office of prin¬

Dr.

known

The name

as

should,

and probably will, be prominently

in¬

cipal for five years, the five most trying

scribed on the front of the binding.

years in the history of the college. When

more worthy one could

he assumed office he was a young man

have been bestowed upon the building,

of only twenty-six years of age.

At

and by its adoption the memory of the

the age of thirty-one he resigned in ord¬

president who, half a century ago, first

er to enter the profession of law, and

put the college on an enduring basis and

died three years later.

largely shaped its future course—Wm.

Ontario Agricultural

There is at the
College

no

port¬

Johnston,

M.A.—will be

certainly

A
not

perpetuated,

rait, no tablet, to mark his memory, no

as it should be, in connection with the

bifilding which bears his name.

institution.

The

Is The O.A.C. Worth While?
\ "■

Y\ hat has the Ontario

Agricultural

because only 54 per cent, of the

ex-

College accomplished in its half century

students of the longer courses return to

of existence ?

A teaching and experi-

the farm its teachings is a dismal failure,

mental institution must be judged by the

As Prof. A. H. McCulloch, of Mani-

result of its teaching and experiments,

toba Agricultural College

Some people are inclined to think that

it, “We are apt to forget

recently put
that

Prof.
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Craig, laid the ground-work of live stock

drainage ; poultry culling and cost ac¬

instruction as we have it on this contin-

counting were started om a large scale;

ent today; that Prof. George Day laid

Mandscheuri barley was introduced, and

the foundation of live stock experiment¬

the varieties of grain bearing the college

al procedure in Canada; that the fame

label—O. A. C. No. 3. No. 21, No. 72,

of such teachers and experimentalists as

No. 104, etc.—originated.

Dean Carlyle and George Hutton

has

Upon the whole, the first half cen¬

spread far beyond our own country : that

tury’s work of the O. A. C. has been

Prof. Harcourt evolved and carried out

creditable.

the first comprehensive

C00 young men and women have passed

digestive

tests

Since 1874 well over 25,-

and flour milling tests for Canada; that

through

Dr. Creelman laid down the policy of

course, over 5,000 in home economies,

agricultural education now successfully

and about 15,000 in the winter and sum¬

pursued by New Zealand: that the ag¬

mer short courses.

gressive agricultural policy

of

it—over 5.000 in the regular

South

Editor’s Note

Africa was worked out. and is being
carried out by O. A. C. men; that nearly
every agricultural college

in

Canada,

several in the United States, many ex¬
perimental stations, and at least one un¬
iversity, are presided over by O. A. C.
graduates; and that the

great

public

agricultural services, such as the depart¬
ments of agriculture, the agricultural re¬
presentative system and the soldier set¬
tlement board, are manned by and owe
their efficiency to ex-students of the O.
A.C.

With this issue the Alumni
makes his final bow

ment for the people of Ontario?

Here

the

readers of the Review.

graduate

He wishes to

thank them for their support during the
past year and hope that they will sup¬
port his successors even more heartily.
It has been decided

that

Section is of sufficient

the

Alumni

importance

to

warrant the time of two editors, instead
of one as in the past.

Ex Students, we

take great pleasure in introducing to you
your representatives

Has the O. A. C. been a paying invest¬

to

Editor

on

the

Review

Staff for the coming year, Mr. D. A.
Andrew of ’27 and Mr. E. C. Beck of

are over 700 acres of land, with 20 sub¬

’28..

stantial brick and stone buildings, equip¬

them make YOUR section worth while.

Write them occasionally and help

ped for instruction and research, in ad¬
dition to the necessary barns and out¬
buildings.

Here is

a

faculty of

with scores of other employees.
an institution costs money.

O.A.C.

PROVINCIAL ALUMNI AS¬

75,

SOCIATION

Such

Officers 1825

Does it

President—J.

pay ?
The answer is, of course, that not al1
things can be valued in dollars and cents.
But some activities of even a college can

B.

Fairbairn,

Beams-

ville.
Vice-President—J.

A.

Carroll,

De¬

partment of Agriculture, Toronto.

be so measured in an approximate way.

Secretary-Treasurer—

Through the O. A. C. the first Aberdeen

Directors:

Angus cattle were imported into Canada:

Northern Division—Messrs.

R.

E.

the experimental union and the old far¬

Moorehouse, Sudbury; Eric A. Western,

mers’ institute were organized; interest

Port Arthur; W. G. Nixon, New Lis-

was aroused in

keard.

spraying

and

under¬
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Eastern Division—Messrs. H. S. Arkell, Ottawa; E. K. Hampson,

Kemp-

ville; Harry Sirett, Brighton.
Central

ter.

On the whole it is probably a good

thing as it is giving me an opportunity
to

Division—Messrs.
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familiarize myself

with

crops

and

Wade

conditions here.

Our land consists of

Toole, O. A. C., Guelph; S. E. Todd,

some 150 acres.

Of these 50 acres are

186 King St. W., Toronto; G. B. Hood,

devoted to orcharding, olives, almonds,

Canadian Countryman, Toronto.

cherries, peaches being grown.

Western Division—Messrs. H. S. Fry,
Farmer’s Advocate,

London!

P.

L.

We

also have a vineyard of fifteen acres.
The major crops are barley, millet and

Fancher, Chatham; W. R. Reek, Ridge-

sorghum.

town.

holdings are under irrigation at present,
when this is increased we shall be able

International College, Smyrna
March 10th.

1925.

Editor, O. A. C. Review,
Dear Sir:
My attention for some months back
has been drawn to comments in the Re¬
view deploring the fact that graduates
do not contribute to the Alumni columns
I think these

reproaches arc justified, as it is obvious¬
ly impossible for the editor alone to dig
up information about old boys.

For

mycelf the Alumni section is ihj most
interesting part of the Review

and it

is to those pages I turn first when my
copy arrives.
I came out to Turkey last summer,
enjoying an interesting trip via, England
France,

Italy and

Greece,

Smyrna in September.

arriving in
My

engage¬

ment was to teach Agriculture but thus
far I have taught almost
subject

on

our

that.

Although

every

curriculum
our

other

excepting

Agricultural

partment is fully organized and

de¬

equip¬

ped, the government has not yet given
us permission to open.

The prospects

are that permission will be forthcoming
in the near future, but until then our

Three new buildings erected last sum¬
provide

students.
office.

accomodation

In them are
dormitories,

for

fifty

located

laboratories

the
etc.

One of them is devoted entirely to dairy
work and contains equipment for cheese
and butter making.

In

addition

to

these buildings there is a good set of
stables ard poultry houses.
Our machine equipment

consists

a Fordson tractor,

ploughs,

reapers,

etc.

self-binders

of

mowers,
We

also

have a thresher, one of the few in this
part of Turkey.

For

demonstration

purposes I intend to thresh the grain
crops of all the peasants near here.
The International College is an Amer¬
ican institution first started about forty
years ago.

The student body numbers

three hundred including both prepara¬
tory and college grades.

Most of the

bovs are Turks but a dozen other naw/

tio nail ties are represented.
Degrees are given in Arts an i Com¬
merce, and in a year or so, agriculture
will be added.
I find the- work very interesting and
time passes very quickly.

There is a

fairly numerous population of English

hands are tied.
We have a small but complete equip¬
ment for teaching both the theory and
practice of agriculture.

to have a greater variety of crops.
mer

Guelph, Ont. Canada.

as often as they might.

Only a small portion of our

At present, as

and Americans in

Smyrna, so we do

not depend entirely upon ourselves for
amusement.

I mentioned above, I am forced by cir¬

Mushing you all success I am, sincerly,

cumstances to confine myself to the lat¬

H. B. DISBROWE, ’23.
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Ontario Spray Service

’22, L.

On Thursday and Friday March 26th

Kirkland visited the

recently.

He is with the

college

‘‘Kingston

and 27th, a short course for the super¬

Creameries.”

visions of the spray service was held

during the winter but is moving to Shar-

at the O. A. C.

bot Lake.

were—Steve

Among those attending
Stothers,

J.

B.

Nelson,

Tommy Cooper, Frank Patterson, McYannel, Van Every, Joe Wilson, Bramhill, R. S. Duncan, Sirret, Croberry, J.
A. Xeilsom Webster and Whitelock.

M. Emigh,

We hear from D. I. Hill that

Ed.

Summers is in the bee business.
Fred Presant met
Ottawa last month.

Caesar

Smith in

Caesar was on his

way to welcome a consignment of im¬

Marriages
G.

Hinchley has been, there

migrants from the Old Country on be¬

’22—On Wednesday,

half of the Immigration Dept.

He had

March the eleventh, 1925, Mary Jenm-

just come down from Alberta where he

era, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew

had been busy looking after some new

Baird was united in the hold bonds of

comers to a not very hospitable part of

matrimony to Mr. Gordon M. Emigh.

that country.

The ceremony took place at Muir, Ont¬

Halifax.

ario.

Stan Smith writes from
Upland,

Notes by Year
*22 Ross Querrie, B.

S. A., M. S.,

was married early in March to Miss
Grosskurth of Toronto.

They

are

living in Flint, Michigan.
’22 Ernie Chilcott, B. S. A., has been
appointed Assistant W eather Forecast¬
er in Toronto at the Government Met¬
eorological Office.
O. H. J. White, ’22, W. J. A. Stewart,
*24,

He was on his way to

Ollie

Cameron, ’24, and Gerald

Grant, T9, from College of Education,
visited the

O. A.

C.

during

holiday

week.
’2-1—G. R. Lane of third year Forestry, University of Toronto, has been
elected to the Music Committee of Hart
House.

The duty of this committee is

California.

Box

371,

He is growing

oranges and chickens in partnership with
a friend.

Stan is the cfflcken expert

—he has eleven hundred Leghorns, not
counting those which he hoped to hatch
shortly—and being close to Los Angles
is laying plans to feed large quantities
of eggs to the movie stars.

We under¬

stand he is trying to work up a large
trade in bad eggs for the comic pictures.
He is “batching it” still.
Congratulations are in order to the
manager of the

Intercollegiate

Inter¬

mediate Basketball Champions—Mr. O.
R. Evans.

He just wouldn't let them

lose.
Cecil Fricker is connected with a new
broadcasting station in Toronto.

If

to bring musical artists to the Univer¬

you hear CKCL announcing some parti¬

sity once a week.

cularly

“Dick’’

was

also

given the highest honor that can be given
to a Forestry student,

being

elected

President of the University of Toronto
Foresters Club.

His dutv will be to

bring prominent Foresters of the world

choice

musical

numbers

listen

for a familiar voice.
Reg. Balch is going to the Old Coun¬
try for a short visit in May.
Nellie Rutherford is still quite busy

to the Lffiiversity once a month.

‘‘doing things to the house.”

’24—Bill Stewart visited the College
over the Easter week-end.

lieve he receives advice from an expert
in Cobourg.

We be¬
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A Tragical Comedy
Last winter, in the city
four men

stopped

of

Guelph,

joke on them,” he said to himself, and

before a

window

marching up he placed the basket on

down town, viewing inside with long¬
ing eyes .a basketful of beautiful red
apples.

After a desperate extracting

process they succeeded in assembling
enough pennies to make the purchase,
and they went merrily on their way
back towards the O.A.C., sampling at
the same time their luscious fruit. Yes.
these reckless squanderers were no less
than reputable juniors, and their names
in the order of the amounts contributed
are, Mackinne3r, Kemp,

Runions

and

the door step.

The others, he thought,

would have the trouble of rescuing the
basket.

But,

behold! as

they

were

just about to do so the door opened, an
arm came out and removed the basket
from their sight.

When

fully recovered from the

they

were

shock

they

held a consultation, but as in the story
of Belling the Cat. nobody could be
found who would venture up to make
the necessary explanations.
It was a costly lesson for these good
clansmen, and they no doubt have re¬

Thompson.

solved to be more frugal in the future.
Needless to say Mac carried the ap¬

However, they are good

sports

and

ples, and as he neared the College, for

when they realized that the joke was

some reason or other, he was about

on them they just laughed a good

forty yards ahead of the rest.

tured laugh, and said, “Well, that was

While

passing Macdonald Institute a bright

a forcible example

idea struck him,

science in “Household Art.”

“Yes,

I’ll

have a

Lady Student—Writing an exam, in
Animal Husbandry.

of

the

value

11a-

of

he was the sort to treet our efurts with
abuce.

If wurds wer big an hard to

“My hands are cold!”

spel,

Mr. Knox—“Well, I'll give you per¬

Heed nod his hed: “It’s hard to tel, I

mission to hold your husband’s hands.”
Lady Student—“Oh, there’s no fun
in that!”

twud

change

bleve thares sumthing

in

dus he fus and fume and
wurds not fit to print.

Mr. Knox—‘ ‘ Why, they ARE cold ! ’ ’

him. in

a

it.”

groul,

in

When noo ideas

He shud just sa and sa it

He Says “We’l Spel the Old Wa.”

now, thares no time for dela.

For simpel speling quick an short, the

bi m our books and get a plow.

We dident no

Why

make him scoul he mite just take this
little hint.

revu editor has no uce.

miniL

go an farm the old wa.”

“We'l
We’!
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“Spring Fever in the Good Old Days.”
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VII.

Jersey Milk—
A Bar We’re Particularly
Proud of
Never in our long experience hare
we made a chocolate bar that ap¬
pealed to so many people in such
a short time.
It's the new delicious flavor that
does it. Try Jersey Milk and see
for yourself.
Jersey Milk, a solid milk
chocolate bar, in 5c, 10c
and 25c sizes.

Chocolate Bars
THE LAST WORD IN CANDY VALUE
-

Correct this sentence: '‘Oh, come on
as you are,” said the wife; "you don’t
need a shave.”

What?
Speaking of puzzles, here's a riddle
that appeared recently in an English
paper:
What does a man love more than life,

Saskatoon
About fifty weed inspectors from all
parts

of the province

gathered here

iast week for a course of instruction
on weed inspection, given by professors
of the University, and Mr. M. P. Tullis,
provincial field crop- commissioner. This
is the first time on record that a course
of tins kind has ever been given any
where in the worl 1.

Hate more than death or mortal strife;
That which contented men desire,
A miser spends, the spendthrift saves,
And all men carry to their grav*es?
The answer, stated in terms of the
current fad, is a word of seven letters,
representing what the boy said when
asked what the Scotchman had given
him for holding his horse.
The difference between a nightgown
and a fashionable evening dress is two

My Family

yards in favor of the nightgown.

From a school girl’s essay on "My
Family. ’ ’

A coal shortage would work hardship

"In my family there are three of us,
my father, my mother and me.
the youngest.”

I am

‘ n the neighbor.

He won’t have any

ashes to sift when our clothes are on
the line.
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The Parable of the Twenty Social
Errors.

when they had card-catalogued Forty-

“There was a Noted School where

two wrong things that she had done,

the Daughters of the Rich went for

then she said, Now ye may go to your

their Education/7 writes “Safed

Classes.

sage.”
Girls,

and she checked off: on her list.

♦

the

“And most of them were Fine
in spite

of

the Dollars of

the

their

Handicap

Daddies.

of

And

We will have the Lecture at

some other time.
“Now

the

Principal

was a

Sport, and that was one
Girls liked her.

as those of other girls.

ed that the girls had scored.
School

was a Cultured Lady, and very much
loved by the Girls.

And she spoke unto

“Besides such things as we are able
to teach that are containe 1 in Books,
we des re that ye shall be Ladylike in
all Matters of Deportment.

Now I

have been watching, and I have beheld
and listed Certain Social Errors among
you, whereof Twenty relate to conduct
And now, behold, I will

the

And she acknowledg¬

did more

good

And the

because

she

played the Game to a finish.
“But this Page of the History
the Human Race

them, Scying:

at the Table.

Lesson

Good

reason

their Table Manners averaged as well

“And the Principal of the

And

tea die th

of

how easy

it is to find Errors when we set out to
discover them, and how difficult it is
for amr one to avoid them.
«/

“And it is well that the Prophet
should incarnate liis Own Message, and
that he who teacheth others should be¬
ware lest he become a Cast-away.
Collier's Weekly.

eat a Meal, and I will commit Twenty
Social Errors.

And I desire that ye

shall watch, and at the end of the Meal

It takes two to make a quarrel, but

tell me which are the things that ye see

a dozen more generallv take a crack at

wrong in my Table Manners.

it before it s patched up.

will then

And I

give you a Little Lecture

concerning the avoiding of these Twen¬

hundred muscles.

ty Faults.
“And the girls were all on their toes
for the discovery of

the

“So she seated herself, and she tuck¬
ed her Napkin in at the Neck, and she
even the

Spoons and Forks, and she ate her Soup
with the wrong Fork,

four

It must have been

packed by a woman.
Girls like to dress as boys, but boys
don’t like to dress as

Table.

Hardware,

contains

Principal’s

Twenty Errors of Deportment at the

toyed with the

An elephant’s trunk

and seventeen

other wrong things she deliberately did.
“Then she rose, after the Dessert,
and said:—

girls,

because

they’re afraid of pneumonia.
One nice thing about phonographs
and player pianos is that you don't
have to sit around and coax them to
play.
Sixtv seconds make a minute and at
a grade crossing an eternity.

“Now, girls, tell me, I pray, what
are the twenty wrong things that ve
saw me do?
“Then they began to read their lists.

He is a great man who accepts the
lemons Fate passes

out to him and

uses them to start a lemonade stand.

'
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((

F^Iild and
Ejdra Fine

”

12 ° 15'
20 25OGDEN’S LIVERPOOL
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The Stuff a Man is Made Of

“Willie!”

Doctor Charles H. Mayo, the famous
Rochester, Minnesota,

surgeon,

that the average man's body

states
would

furnish fat enough to make seven bars

“Yes, Mamma.” “What

in the world are you pinching the baby
for?

Let him alone!”

doin’ nothin'!

“Oh, I ain’t

We're

only

playing

autos, and he’s the horn!”

of soap; iron enough for a medium¬
sized nail; sugar enough to fill a salt

Boo Hoo!

shaker; lime enough to whitewash a
chicken coop; phosphorous enough to
make the tips of 2,200 matches; mag¬
nesium enough for a dose of magnesia;
potassium enough

to

explode a toy

cannon; and sulphur enough to rid a
dog of fleas.

Value, said to be about

ninety-nine cents.—Scientific American

One day a little rabbit
Wandered out to play;
He stopped off on a cross road
To observe the lovely dav.
t/

e/

A Ford came whizzing past him,
Across the road he tore;
Now you'll never see him there again.
For he isn’t anv more.
«/

All She Could Handle
In Iowa, they are telling the story of

'Twas eventide.

The

boy

stood on

a German farmer in one of the Northern

the bridge, clapping his hands vigorous¬

counties, who has for some time been

ly.

posing as an apostle of progressive agri¬

red glow suffused the sky.

culture.

Beyond the brow of the hill a dull

Following the lead of such

“Ah, little boy," remarked the sen¬

men as Hoard and Wallace, he has been

timental stranger, who was rather near-

preaching against the practise of grow¬

sighted, “it does my heart good to see

ing nothing but corn and small grains,

you appreciating that beautiful cloud

and has been advocating

effect.”

cattle,

silos

and alfalfa.

“Yes, sir," replied the boy.

‘‘It iss cows, cows
in dis country.
der fertileness.

vich

iss

needed

Dey vill bring back
Ve haf altogether too

much corn, corn.

Ve

hoondered thousand

should

cows

in

haf

a

Iowa

to

make us all rich.”

been watching it for

minutes.”

Upon his face appeared a smile of ra¬
diant bliss.
“A real poet, without a doubt.

And

do you watch the sunsets often, my
little boy?”

“That’s a pretty good doctrine, Otto,”

“Sunsets?

Why, that ain’t a sunset,

said a member of the State Legislature,

guv-nor.

one day.

burning down! ”

“I suppose you practice what

you preach.

ten

“I’ve

That’s

How many head of stock

the

village

school

—Farmer’s Sun

have you on your half-section?”
“ Veil,” said Otto, hesitatingly, “I haf

Those Travelling Men!

now ten cows.”
The

Legislator

“Why,”

expressed

surprise.

said he, “I expected to hear

A little girl was playing with some
kittens.

She picked up one of them

that you had at least two or three hun¬

and said to it: “I’ve seen your brothers

dred.

and your sisters and I’ve

seen

your

mother, but I have never

seen

*/

How is that?”

“Veil,”

replied

the

German

sadly,

“You see ten cows iss all mine Fraw can
milk.”

*

father.

vour

Maybe he is a traveling sales¬

man like mine.”
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DE LAVAL
Junior Milker Outfit
For Milking Small Herds

O

WING to the remarkable success which De Laval Milkers have attained
during the past nine years in saving time and labor, increasing the pro¬
duction of milk and improving its quality, as well as eliminating the
drudgery and dislike of hand milking, there has arisen a widespread demand
for a De Laval Milker for milking small herds.
In response to this demand, the De Laval Junior Milker Outfit has been
designed and is now offered to small herd owners.
Every user of this outfit
can expect exactly the same satisfactory results as the thousands of other De
Laval Milker users in this and all dairy countries of the world are obtaining,
for it is exactly the same in operation as the regular De Laval Milker and
differs only in that it has a Pulso-Pump and Trap of smaller capacity.
The De Laval Junior Milker is sold complete with one standard De
Laval Unit and enough hangers and cocks for a 10-cow installation.
It is
designed, however, to operate two standard De Laval Milker Units when so
desired, with an installation not exceeding 6 0 feet of pipe, and will milk as
many cows as can be stanchioned within these limits.
This outfit can be operated by a % hp. electric motor or a 1 y2 hp.
gasoline engine, making it economical 'in operation.
At any later date should the owner of such an outfit increase his herd,
the capacity of the milker can always be enlarged accordingly, at comparatively
small expense.
See your De Laval Agent or write for full information

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL

PETERBOROUGH

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER
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BETTER LIVING FOR FARMERS0

By Way of McCormick-Deering Farm-Operating Equipment
The prosperous farmer is an enemy of waste. Does he tolerate
weeds? Not if he can help it, because he knows that the same
fertility and moisture that grows weeds will grow a money crop.
Does he do a slipshod job of tillage? No, because he knows that
such a job holds back moisture and fertility from the growing crop.
He knows the folly of wasting land, seed, time, and labor.
He doesn’t allow the manure pile to burn up and leach away, and
then go to town and plank down hard cash for commercial fertilizer.
He doesn’t use the water dilution separator just because it’s cheap,
and so throw away about 40 lbs. of butterfat each year from the
milk of each cow.
He doesn’t let a worn-out thresher blow his grain into the stack.
He doesn’t let the silage corn stand tin the field until it has lost a
good part of its feed value. He doesn’t feed whole grain, for that
wastes from 10% to 30% of the feed.
In fact, he reduces waste wherever he finds it and thereby saves
enough to pay his auto bill and a few incidental expenses. How
does he do it? By throwing the spotlight on every routine opera¬
tion, finding the leak, and then putting the right piece of farm
equipment on the job. In the business of eliminating such wastes,
McCormick-Deering .machines play an important part. They are
doing much to add to the operating profits of Canadian farmers.
i

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
of Canada, Limited

Hamilton,

Canada
.
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The
Success Road

T

O succeed you must
have faith in your¬
self, in your ability
and in your work; but
without the partnership
of money, this alone
may profit you little.
With the assistance of money, Success comes
easier. Lay the foundation of your prosperity
with this Bank.
A Savings Bank Account, once begun, must be
added to regularly if you are to attain the
Success you desire.
Ask for our useful pocket Memo. Book—it shows
how rapidly small savings grow.

The Rpya! Bank
.43S

of Canada

Condemned to Die by Own Invention
It is a notable fact that the man
who built the electric chair died in it.
His name was Charles Justice, and he
had two weaknesses. One was a mania
for experimenting with electricity and
the other was for stealing. For the
latter he served three terms in the
Columbus prison, and while ‘‘doing his
third stretch" he designed and built
the chair.
This fine piece of work won him a
pardon from Governor Harmon
But
his liberty was short-lived. Once out
side the walls of the prison he began
to steal, and in one of his thefts he kill¬
ed a man to cover it up.
In July of 1911 he was conv^ted of

first degree murder, and Oct. 27 that
year he was led to the death chair and
strapped into the seat which he had
designed for others.

The shades of night were falling fast,
A guy stepped on it and rushed past;
A crash—he died without a sound,
They opened up his head and found—
Excelsior!
Baltimore Sun

Dealer—“This is a good horse. It
will go ten miles without stopping.”
Countryman—“Sorry, but that won’t
do. I live only 8 miles out and I don’t
want to walk back two miles.”
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The Kind of Printing You Want - The Way You Want It — When You Want It

THE GUMMER PRESS
Printers, Bookbinders
and Publishers
--

---

■■

'

-

~

THE SIZE OF THE JOB MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
GOOD SERVICE AND GOOD PRINTING
CHARACTERIZE OUR WORK

1

GUMMER BUILDING

PHONE 872

GUELPH

Ro “flunks” Allowed
The course just completed by the soon-to-be graduate is lenient in that
it allows “flunked” subjects to be repeated or made up.
For over twenty-eight years industries of all kinds have found that not
only do the

WYANDOTTE
PRODUCTS
successfully perform practically any given cleaning operation but also, that
“Wyandotte” cleaning is an investment and not an expense.
Dairies,

creameries,

industrial plants, hospitals, buildings, launderies
and private homes all have a use for one or more of
these economical cleaning materials.
When planning to do cleaning of any kind it
will profit you to ask your supply man or local
dealer about “Wyandotte” or drop a line to this
office or one of its 27 branches.

iUyandotte Cleans Clean
The J. B. Ford Co.

Sole Mnfrs.

Wyandotte, Mich.

Offices in Principal Cities
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Light in Draft and a
Clean, Powerful Cutter
In the Massey-Harris you get a high-speed wide track Mower with
a cutting mechanism that handies heavy, stubborn hay and tough
grasses without clogging.

It is a Mower that gets all the hay for

with the adjustments you can have the bar bear heavy, or light, or
carry it floating as conditions require.
There is no lost motion with the Massey-Harris—when the horses
start the knife starts.

Because of its perfect balance, high broad

wheels and its wide track together with its friction

reducing

bearings the Massey-Harris Mower is exceptionally light in draft.
Your Local Massey-Harris Agent will be glad
to tell you about this efficient Mower

MASSEY-HARRIS COMPANY, Limited
Established 1847-78 Years ago
Montreal,

Toronto,
Saskatoon,

Moncton,

Swift Current,

Winnipeg,
Yorkton,

Brandon,
Calgary,

Regina,
Edmonton.

Agencies Everywhere
NIlllllllllHlHiTTTnilllllllHIIllllll
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You Can’t Make Printing
Bargains
I-. —

—---—
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lust as soon as you attempt to sell printing at
bargain prices then comes the time when inferior
stock and materials are used.
Good Printing commands attention.
It’s the one
trade mark that gives you an established reputation.
We have made many firms happy and contented
with “Quality"' Printing.
.

Come to us if you want Superior Printing,

HAYDEN PRESS, Limited
Corner York and Wellington Streets

Phones 247-248

LONDON, ONT.

Give Your Hens A Square Deal, Feed

Chick

Food,

More Eggs

Growing Mash,

and

Scratch Food,
WESTERN

Better Birds
CANADA

Laying Mash,
Fattening

Mash,

Pigeon Food,

FLOUR MILLS COMPANY,
TORONTO, ONT.

LIMITED
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Guelph Business Directory
(Continued)
Dry Goods & Indies’ Wear—

D. E. Macdonald & Bros; Ltdv
Cole Bros. & Scott
Foster’s
John Armstrong

Magazines

and

Newspapers—=

Daly’s
Murphy and Cartledge
Musical Instruments, Music, Etc.—

C. W. Kelly & Son
Druggists4—

Alex. Stewart
Bdgardus & Barton
Broadfoot
Sun Drug Co.

Opticians and Optometrists—

Geo. Pringle
A. D. Savage
1 *h ot ogr a pliers—

Florists—»

James Gilchrist
Miss D. S. Marriott
Crewsdn & Mitchell
Fruits—*
Geo. Williams
Hood & Benallick
Crewson & Mitchell
Gladioli, Peonies, Iris—*

The Kennedy Studio
O’Keefe Studio
Printing—-

The Gummer Press
Wallace Printing CO;
Kelso Printing Co.
Radio Sets—-

C. W. Kelly & Son

J. E. Carter
Rendezvous—
Groceries—*

Hood and Benallick
Geo. Williams

Wyndham Inn
Hiding Horses—

Mrs. Olive M. Meade
Hair-Dressing Parlors—
j

Mrs. Hodgins

I

Hardware—

J. P. Hammill
The Bond Hardware Co.
Howden Hardware Co.
Penfold Hardware Co.
Horticultural Society, Guelph—-

J. F. Marr, 14 Verney St., Sec.

Shoe Rejiairing—

J. D. McArthur
Campbell’s Shoe Repair Shop
A. McGladerys Shoe Repair Shop
Taxicabs—*

C. L. Kearns, Phone 41W
Tailors—

Keleher & Hendley

Jewellers—

Savage & Co.
Smith and Mahoney
J. J. McTague
Lumber—-

Guelph Lumber Co.

Theatres—

Castle
Tobacco Shops—

Murphy & Cartledge
Daly’s

COLLEGE OPENING SEPT. 18
as k foi

1925-1926 CALENDAR

J. B. REYNOLDS, M.A.,
President.

A. M. PORTER, B.S.A.,
Registrar.

